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C. H. BABB & CO. 
PLUMBERS and STEAM FITTERS 
106 EXCHANGE STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
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Go to John T. Clark & Co. 
For the Latest and Best in Spring Coats and Suits 
We feature up-to-the-minute sty Jes in "Atterbury" Clothes, also" Fitform" Clothes," High· 
Cut" Clothes, "Athletic-Cut" Clothes. Uome in any time and try on the new models. 
Mallory "Cravenette" Hats, Manhattan Shirts, Arrow Shirts 
Exchange Building Corner State and Exchange Streets 
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C. F. WINCHESTER We are in 
Business to 
Please You 
THE COR.NER. GR.OCER.Y 
Telephone 1160 
183 Park Street Bangor, Maine 
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EAST SIDE NEWS DEPOT 
W. L. Eldridge 
STATIONERY 
Magazines, Daily and 
Sunday Papers, Postal Cards 
56 STATE ST. BANGOR., ME. 
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STICKNEY & BABCOCK 
COAL CO. 
19 State St. Bangor 
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W. C. BR.YANT 
iliamouh flralrr 
Bangor, Maine 
WARES OP 
GOLD, SILVER AND CUT GLASS 
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CARD AND SOCIETY ENGRAVING 
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Patronize the Advcrtlacra 
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Uompliments of tbe 
NEW YORK SYNDIC~TE 
Hangor·---118 Main Street---Maine 
~ 
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BOOKKEEPING, SHORTHAND, TELEGRAPHY, MACHINE SHORTHAND 
The New Borrough's Bookkeeping Machine is taught in this school 
Write today for our free catalogue or telephone 830. 
SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE BANGOR MAINE 
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Telephone Connection 
WILBUR S. COCHRANE 
TEACHER OF PIANO 
t 
Studio, 57 Fifth Street 
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WE ARE PARTICULARLY STRONG 
in you ng Men's Suits for Graduation we can show you Just the 
Model and weave that yo u a rc looking for. Leopold Morse Suits 
$18 to $30 or one of ou r own R egistered b rand Sir Gallahad 
Suits $15 to $17.50. 
BENOIT MUTTY CO. 
191 EXCHANGE ST. BANGOR, MAINE 
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t 
BATES STREET SHIRTS GUYER HATS 
James A. Robinson & Co. 
Clothing, Boots, Shoes 
and Furnishing Goods 
34=36 Hammond Street 
STETSON SHOES GOLD SEAL RUBBERS 
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May Curran O'Leary 
Exclusive Millinery 
PARLORS IN EASTERN TRUST BLDG. 
ROOM 204 
Take elevator to second floor 
©!• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' llll 
@ ......................................... 1i!l 
All the latest -in 
HAIR GOODS 
To Let 
Theatrical Wigs 
and Beards 
for all classes of 
Entertainments 
LOVERING'S 
European Hair Store 
52 Main St. , Bangor, Me. 
.......................................... 1l!l 
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Let us frame your 
Class Pictures and 
Diplomas 
We will give 15 per cent. discount to 
groups of 5 or more scholars bringing 
their class framing to us. 
STATIONERY 
CAMERAS AND 
SUPPLIES 
A brand new stock 
EDWIN 0. HALL 
W here the Post Office used to be 
88 Central St. Bangor, Me. ; 
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Lowell Textile 
School 
Scientific aud practical training in 
all processes of textile mauufacture 
including all coJDmerc ial libres. 
Three=year diplom a courses in 
Cotton Manufacturing 
Wool Manufacturing 
Textile Designing 
Four· y ear degree courses in 
Chemistry a nd Textile Coloring 
Textile Engineering 
Degrees of B. 'l'. D. (Bachelor of 
'l'extile Dyeing)and B. 'l'. K (Bach-
elor of'l'extile Engineering) offered 
for completiou of prescribed four-
year courses. 
Ce rt ified graduates or High Schools 
and Academies admitted without 
examinatiou. 
For catalogue, address Ch a rles H. t Eames, S. B. , Principal, Lowell , Ma ss. 
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13 State Street [Ne xt to Ban go r S a vi ngs Ba nk ] 
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DR. H. ~:,·;~~~OVAN I 
DENTIST l 
N20 and Oxygen , Analgesia , used for 
elimination of pain in all ope rations 
Pearl Building, Cor. State and Harlow 
Entrance 8 Harlow Street 
Kendall-Winch Co. 
144 Exchange St. Opposite Penobscot Exchange 
®• ............................... •:§! 
~ ................................ •1lll 
Lumber for 
Manual Training 
Quartered Oak 
Cypress 
Plain Oak 
Redwood 
Chestnut 
Ash 
Birch 
Maple 
Curley Maple 
Whitewood 
Pine 
C. WOODMAN CO. 
136 Exchange St. Bangor, Me. 
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MADAME ·PRESCOTT 
Is Now Located At 15 State Street 
Designing, Building and Rebuilding Gowns, etc. 
Agent for the Made to Measure Corset, "GILLETTE" 
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WHETHER YOU EAT TO LIVE 
OR LIVE TO EAT 
i 
you'll thoroughly enjoy the meals you get at our 
restaurant. Come in any time-morning, uoon, 
night or betweeu-times-aud we'll serve you and 
your party a royal good luuch or meal, featuring 
all the delicacies of the season. Prices right. 
GOODE & DRISCOLL, 101 Exchange Street 
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J. H. BACON 
Printer 
Stairway, No. 22 State St. 
Bangor, Maine 
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J. BACHELDER & CO. 
TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES 
160 EXCHANGE ST. 
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G!VE US A CALL 
S.ANBORN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
R. H. SANBORN, Prop. 
7 Hammond Street, Bangor, Maine 
Opp. Merrill Trust Building 
Telephone J24J-Y 
Electric lJJassagc and Shampoo 
No long waits, 6 chairs 
• .................. ++•• •••••••••••• , 
Electric Massage Children's Haircutting 
THE UP-TOWN 
BARBER SHOP · 
J. W. Luttrell I 
l.65 State Street Bangor 
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The Hincks Coal Co. 
COAL 
AND 
WOOD 
104 BROAD STREET 
l!l•." ...................... _.._... •••••••• ~ 
~ .... .._._ ............. .._.. ........ ••+++-++•••ffi 
MELLO CREAM 
Alcohol 20 Per Cent. 
The most exquisite prepara-
tion known for Skin and 
Complexion. 
PREPARED ONLY BY 
Gssex !Pharmacy Co. 
Chas. ..C. 'ZJakin 
COR. ESSEX AND STATE STS. TEL. 1165 
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HARVEY Hardware Co. 
Tennis, Baseball, and 
Other Sporting Goods 
32 BROAD ST. BANGOR, ME. 
l!i1 ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • l§l 
Diamonds Watches 
Jewelry 
B. E. BROWN 
11.euiel.er 
71 MAIN ST., BANGOR 
Silver 
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f GRADUATION PRESENTS , t l Pendants, Brooches, Rings, Bracelets, Wrist Watches, Fobs, Watch Chains, Stickpins, Cuff Buttons, Gold Watches, Bibles, Rosary, Gift Books 
Bbolf ~faff 25 HAMMOND STREET 
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Berry & Smith 
SAIL MAKERS 
AWNINGS AND T ENTS A SPECIAL TY 
Cor. Broad and Independent Sts. 
Bangor Maine 
Grocers 
Our Specialties: Flag Brand Canned 
Goods, King Arthur Flour, and Far-
rington's Coffees. 
204 Hammond St., 
Telephone 490 
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SNOW & NEALLEY CO. 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Mill and Lumbermen's 
Supplies 
PAINTS AND VARNISHES 
~------------------------------@ 
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PHOTOS ENLARGEMENTS 
HOPKINS STUDIO 
l4 STATE STREET 
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING FOR AMATEURS 
l!J. ............................................. ...._. ••••••••• .•••••••••••• •0 
CURTIS & TUPPER 
Druggists 
The Fountain Pen Store 
5 HAMMOND STREET 
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DR. C. H. STANHOPE 
DENTIST 
57 MAIN STREET 
Telephone Connection 
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Why not eat at 
Frey's Leading Sanitary Cafe 
Open All Night 
LOBSTERS STEAKS CHOPS 
Ladies Dining i;toom 30=32 Central St. Up Stairs 
l!l ................................. . 
0~· ............................. •+•·••0 I DON'T FORGET FICKETT'S . ~!T~l~s~! :onS~>~~mi~g~~t~i~ 
market-cold weather-you can buy 
a week's provision 
OSCAR A. FICKETT CO. l .......... ~.~~~~.~~~~~! ............. . 
0• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ++-+-•. 
Com p llmen t ::; 
Of 
M. N. B. 
I!] •••••••••••••••••••••• 
0 ................................. ~ 
54 Columbia 
Street 
U. of M. 
Chocolates 
and 
Old Fashioned 
Chocolates 
8• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • l!l 
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Electric Willard Storage Battery Lighting ! 
Work Service Station Fixtures + 
THE DOLE COMPANY 
Electrical Engineers and Contractors 
Wm. nee. Sawyer, Treasurer 
61 Main Street Tel. 74 0•• ................................. . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +-+-+- • 
P. T. DUGAN & CO. 
Ma nufacture r s o f a ud Dealers in 
Trunks, Bags, Horse Supplies 
and Shoe Findings 
Order Work and Repairing a Specialty 
34 CENTRAL STREET 
[!) ................................... . 
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CHADBOURNE'S BARBER SHOP 
79 CENTRAL STREET 
ALL STAR CREW ( 4 Chairs) BANGOR 
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COPA. 1917R08ERTSwWICKSCO. 
Clothes For · 
The Y ou11ger Fell(lW 
THAT'S OUR SPECIALTY 
We arc showing a lot of extremely clever 
styles for Iligh School Chaps-Clothes that 
have snap and vim that breathe youth and 
good taste in every line. When may we 
have the pleasure of showing them to you? 
I 
l FINN ~1~E10~ ~T~?il~'~GHAN I I 17 HAMMOND ST. BANGOH, MAINE 
[!]• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • · •••••• ·~ .................... •GJ 
C. WINFIELD RICHMOND 
PIANIST AND TEACIIEli 
Pupil of Isidor Philipp of Paris Conservatory 
Sixteenth Season, S('pfmnbei· 8, 1917 
STUDIO IN rrnE PEARI., BUIJ.,DINH l 'l'EJ,EPIIONE !>:3 R 
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JOHN A. McKAY COMPANY 
"Up TO DATE llABERDASHERS" 
Summer Goods Now Arrivillg. 
The Latest, and Exclusive iJJ 
Every Line. 
38 MAIN STREET BANGOR, MAINJ1J 
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Harry Helson, '17 ............................................................................................ Editor-in-Chief 
Paul FI. Eames, '17 .................................................................................... .Business Manager 
Stanley .Johnson, '17 ............................................................. 0 ........................ As'Jociate Editor 
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A TOAST TO B. H. S. 
Here's to you, old Bangor High Sc/zoo!, 
How majestic now you stand. 
In devotion to thy p1 ecepts 
Shall thy children always band. 
They shall win you Jame and lzonor 
Your alumni will be true. 
God bless you Bangor High School-
Here 's a student's toast to you! 
Contendite·ad·Summa 
Allen, Dorothea M. "D" 
Talks music. sleeps music, drean1s 
music. plays music. 
O r chcHtm , 3. F r e n ch P lay. 1 * 
Atwood, Blandina, "Blan" 
Chemistry, l<'rench, and a few other 
subjects are her specialty. We expect 
to see her on the B. H. S. faculty in 
1949. 
Allen, Gladys M. "Chub'' 
Bright as a button. quick as a flash, 
sunny as a summer sky. 
Juni o r Semi - final s. G irls' D e ba ting 
Soc iCl.\' , 3. Bas k e tball Captain, 1. 
G lee Club, t. 
Bartlett, Martha, ''Mab" 
A sweet little quaker maiden who is 
fond of ·wade-mg. Our sympathy 
and congratulations are yours, Mab . 
Alward, Madelene, "Cutie" 
Nol>ody knows whether "Cutie" is 
dreaming or really thinking when she 
gazes blankly into space. Some say 
Cutie has before her a wonderful 
ca1·ee1· in the ballet; others prophesy 
a liternry (? ! ! ) career. Which is it 
Cu tie? 
Bartlett, Sarah H . 
Otherwise known as "Spuds": Tall 
and queenly. Can use her jolly brown 
eyes to really quite good advantage. 
Glee Club 1. Germa n Play. 
*} 'ig· m·e:s ind it:ate t lle number or years. 
Berson, Jacob, "Jakie" 
This young man is a stickler on 
facts-h e eats them. He knows the 
President personally and can tell all 
abo u t our his tory from 18 B. C. If 
you are in doubt, ask him. 
Bragg, Frances, 
Do you want to see some class? 
Look at her. 
Do you want to see some style? 
Look at her. 
Do you want to know a lesson? 
Look at her. 
She's the queerest consummation 
in our bunch. 
Blethen, Harold A. "Blethen'' 
N,ever was the old adage "Appear-
ances are deceitful" more true than 
when applied to Blethen. He is not 
the- timid youth he appears to be. If 
you don't believe us ask his cousin. 
_Bragg, Marion, 
Behold a student in her prime, 
'!.' here's only a few in her line, 
Pleasant and jolly Is always she, 
A school ma'm no doubt she will be. 
Boardman, Kenneth S. "Rosie" 
Whether it comes to managing a 
football team or getting ads .. for the 
Oracle, Rosie is there. He has also 
substituted in other places ( ?) 
Ma nage1· P ootball '.IJeam. 
Play. Seni or -Junio r Play 
Ser gicant , 2. B . II. S. Cade ts . 
Ge rman 
(1917 ). 
Brennan, Grace G. "Gracie" 
Oh, whom have we here? Gracie. 
she of the rosy countenance and 
laughirig eyes. Just why this little 
maid is so very Frank we simply can-
not explain, can you? 
Junlo1· Senior pla,y 1916- 1917. G e r-
man Play, 2. Jun.101· Exhlbitiou . 
M edal Essa y. 
·Bowen, Rachel L . "Satchel'' 
Behold this demure and unaffected 
maiden who would rather dance than 
shine in classes. Why ls it Rachel 
that Monday is your unlucky day in 
recitations? Who can guess? 
Buzzell, Gilmore, "P,uzzy" 
Ruzzy hflilS from Old Town and haH 
made it famouH by his presence here 
in B. H. S. Arc they a ll like you up 
there, Buzzy? Send them down If 
they are! 
Carlin, J. Edward. "Eddy" 
Carlin was so eager for a vacation 
he toolc one at the hospital. By the 
way he writes, his name should be 
Molasses (cause he's sweet). 
Clark, Lena E. "Lena" 
Some dark mystery surrounds this 
innocent maid. Inquiries at the Scot-
land Yard and other agencies have 
failed to bring forward any damaging 
evidence, but-beware! A Man Hater 
is come within our midst (?? ! ! ) . 
V ice-Preside n t, 4. 
Carter, Earle, "Click" 
Of this slow, easy-going young 
giant we know very little so we say 
very little. What's the use of talking 
about some one you don't know? 
Germa n Play, l . 
Covelle, Katherine H . "K." 
Airy, fairy Katherine, with her be-
witching ways, never could be serious 
when a good time or a boy lurked 
around the corner. 
Junio l' -Senlo r Play, 2. 
Cayting, Stanley, "Katey' ' 
Monsieur Cayting speaks two lan-
guages, English and French-one of 
them well. He's a wood-ward lad, 
. but all geniuses have their faults and 
Katey can play on his little fiddle. 
Junio1• Exhlbltlon. Orch estra, 4. 
Junio r -Senio r· Play, 1. D eba ting So-
ciety, 1. Colby Speaking Con test. 
Assistan t Manag·e1· Football. 
Co·x, Inez, "Micky" 
Just loves to dance and tease people. 
Never allows study or business to in-
terfere with fun. 
Chase, Hazel, "Hazy" 
Js it Hazel that I see, 
Every place I happen to be; 
Do I mean this Hazel or another 
Witch Hazel, which Hazel, or the 
t' other? 
Cullinan, Genevieve, "Gen" 
Short of stature, big of heart, 
A Commercial, she's done her part. 
Wonderful exploits in the future, 
Don't believe me? Just look at her! 
Curran, Raymond, "Ray" 
A famous football star who spends 
most of his time getting Guineas' 
goat. ·\Viii some day be a movie star. 
Football, 2. 
Drinkwater, Bessie, "Helty'' 
Quiet and Studious, 
'l'hen Gay and Joyous. 
"What's in a name?" 
Davis, Callie, 
Declaiming at Exhibition. 
Awarded the medal. 
Vanity for achievement 
Is suspected. 
,Junior E~hibition ~1edul. 
Eames, Paul H. 
"Ain't got no other name." 
Madame's pct pupil-Hero ( ?) of the 
play that never was. Left school to 
join the Naval reserve. Now the 
coast is efflciently protected. 
Secretary and 
Hout. B. H. S. 
Manage1' Omcle. 
Dodd, Laura, 
'l' reas111'<'1', 4. First 
Cadets, t. Business 
l~oot ball 'l'ea m , 3. 
Othen.vlse known as Cherub. 
She l1oldly climbs the winding stair 
For ta1 diness she does not care. 
1~er note, she thinks, is just and fair; 
Her fate-three afternoons are there. 
Gil'ls' DelJatlng So<'iet~·. 2. 
Eaton, Fred G. "Fritz" 
So much a .bout you has already been 
said, 
To think of more would turn my head. 
Yet once again I feel sure, old boy, 
Your face, your figure do give UH joy. 
Stag1.' ~fa nag"<'•·. 
Dorr, Mildred, ":\'Timmie" 
She makes more noise than anyone 
in the Sen ior class except perhaps 140 
oth er worthy members of it. Perhaps 
one might rightly take the liberty to 
judge that she is fond or pets. 
(Mostly by her escorts- Fido, Pedro, 
and Kennie!) 
Estes, Margaret ]. "Peggy" 
Warum so trJ.urig? Peggy never 
misses ;t lesson although she may be 
seen gazing vacantly into space 
a l most any time. One of the exclu-
><ive A's. 
Germnn Play I. 
Farrar, Ralph B. "Cap'n" 
It is astonishing how much that 
boy knows. even in chemistry and 
solid geometry. In spite of the fact, 
he is ver:v human. "He's a jolly good 
fellow. as all of us will agree." 
Ca p tain o f Cadets, 19 17. Oracle 
Bmu ·d , 1. 
Gillin, F rank, .. Handsome" 
Handsome is as handsome does. 
The handsomest boy that ever was! 
Don't blush Franl<. we all under-
~tand. 
'l'l·itc k l\ltuutg·m·, 1. B ask e t ball, 1. 
Sc11i o 1· ,Junio r Play, 2. 
Finnigan, Imelda, 
Imelda is very smart appearing, 
tends strictly to business. Her motto 
is "Women first, what are men good 
for anyway?" 
' 
Ginsberg, Simon. "Sim~ie" 
This dal'l< peroxide blonde's motto 
is to be seen and not heard. The 
availab le mater ial which we have 
abou t him is practically nil. How-
ever. we suggest that Simmie enter 
a beauty contest to make himself 
more popu lar. His greatest difficulty 
is w i th the letter "R." 
Ford, Madeline G. 
Sh e is small, but built for work; 
will run a long time with out repairs; 
takes evet·ything (except A's) on high. 
She is guaranteed to give satisfaction 
where speed and endurance are re-
quired. 
Glidden, Myrtle , 
Mistress Myrtle, Mistress Myrtle, 
How do your rank cards go'? 
\ Vith A's and B's. but rarely C's. 
You m ight be a stu dent you know. 
Frost, Irene, 
A shy little miss, 
Demure and prim, 
But evet· ready with a grin. 
\ Vh en MeQ u ire comes tripping in. 
Grant, Earl S. "Sam" 
Sober. set·ious and full of thought, 
His just dues he has never got; 
F1·ench and Latin, in both excel ling, 
Debating. too. he's done some yelling. 
Colby S pe aking- Con test. Junio r 
Semi-Finals. l>c batlng Teani, 1. 
Gray, Beulah 0 . 
Another one we see little of anLl 
hear little of but no doubt she is there. 
Beulah hails from Cape Rozier and 
must turn 1he home town topsy-turvy 
when she's there. 
Hammond, Willis F . "Dill" 
A soldier :ioy is he, 
A farmer will never be. 
Yet he comes from the "green anLl 
leafy woods." 
n. IL S. CaclNs 2. 
Gray, Doris, "Dot" 
Tall and stately, 
Sweet and shy, 
Shrugging shoulders, 
Twinkling eye. 
Hardy, Ethel, "~1 idgc" 
lf .Midge were a hoy she would de-
velop into a second Hercules, for shr 
is more than fond of gymnastics. 
She is said to be at her best at socials. 
Griffin , Agnes C. "Crif'' 
To laugh and cajole 
Is pat"t of her role; 
She's alway'l around, 
But ~·ou can't hear a sound 
Because she's as quiet as a mound? 
Harris, Christine, "Dutch'' 
Did you hear that cheerful laug-h '? 
Well. that's Dutch all right. Bright 
and h,tppy always. One of th fifty-
seven varieties. 
Hamm, Carol, "Carrie'' 
I see a A"irl around the hall 
So 11uaint and oh. so very small: 
Modest she ts. hut very hrig-ht. 
And always gets her worl' just 1 ight 
Hathorn, Donald, " 11 a ppy'' 
Latest model in Anglrwo1·111 ho1ly; 
s<'lf starter. Have you hrarrl the old 
one atiout Ilap's Hunting-'? 
"See you lean and hungry ('aHsiuH, 
Always plotting." 
Class Prophecy. 
Hathorne, Sarah, "Sadie" 
What a wonderful vacation at the 
E. M. Co. Never mind, Sadie, the 
same thing happened to a lot more 
down there. Don't take it too seri-
ously. 
Holmes, V irginia F . "Ginger~' 
As a rule she does not live up to 
her nickname, but look out for her! 
These a uburn-haired damsels will 
bear watching. She is particularly 
fond of physics and chemistry. 
Helson, Harry, "Kaiser" 
"Perhaps he hath grnat projects in his 
ni_ind , 
To build a college or to found a race." 
This ideal specimen of manhood 
with the classic brow is the class 
prndigy. You may at times have 
thought him haughty, but that was 
due to his preoccupation over admin-
istering the affairs of B. H. S. 
Me dal Essay. D eb a ting Team, 3 
Ora,clc B ottrcl , 2. E di tor Oracle, 1. 
01·cl1ostra, 4. Gel'lnan Play, l. Juuio t· 
Seuior Pla y, l . Preside nt Senate, 1. 
Honey, Marion, "Honey" 
Honey is just as sweet as her name. 
She will never be able to tell whether 
you speak h er name as a caress, or 
just in deep respect. 
Hersey, Lilla, 
No relation to Vil la. although a 
glance from her fierce dark eyes 
makes one fee l He (a) rse-y. 
Howard, Percy, "Punk" 
Punk is a left-over from another 
year, but we're glad to get him. 
Punk's feet are his only stumbling 
blocks, we fear. 
Footba ll, 4. 
Hills, Margaret T. "l\laggie" 
Regardez ! This studious. gentle-
looking Quaker maiden is none other 
than our renowned comedian Maggie. 
Keep trying Maggie and some day 
you n1ay rival the famous Horace 
Greeley in penmanship(?!!) 
Jnnlm· Senior Play, 2. Glee Clnb, 
:! . Ontele Board, 1. Class History . 
Hubbard, Harold H. 
Hubby or H. H. H. 
Famous as 
Tall ( ?) 
Always willing to do his best; 
Never. never is he at rest; 
If he isn't President, some day, 
He will rule the whole Navy. 
Baseball M:anag·m·, 1. 
Hunt, Ruth H. "Chicken" 
Short and fat. Don't you believe 
me'? She is said to be "Hap"py, but 
is sometimes fickle. Enuff said! 
Junior Senior Pl:~y, 1. Junior Ex-
hibition. 
Kane, Thomas P. "Dutcher" 
When it comes to do his bit 
At art. or p lay, or even wit, 
You can a lways count him there 
For he's got the "pep" for fair! 
Now in Machine Gun Co. Junior 
Exhibition. I~ootball, 1. Parting Ad-
clress. 
Johnson, Stanley, "Stan" 
Behold a model youth! A man of 
quiet, unassuming ways, and a 
"shark." Stan is a charter member 
of the "Society for the Extermi nation 
of Girls." It was once rumored that 
Stan was heard to smile out loud! 
01·ade Board, J. Senate, 1. 
Kearin, Robert, "Dud" 
Bashful to the extreme, yet he can 
hold his own either in argument, or in 
wisdom. What he doesn't know 
about gardening is hardly worth 
knowing. 
Johnston, Donald P. "Jimmie" 
Don we missed you this year in 
football-where were you? (Proba-
bly down in front of Buckley's). Of 
all sad words of tongue or pen, the 
worst of these-he's a has-been! 
J<~ootball, 1. 
Kelleher, James. "Bat" 
Slow, but sure; get him started and 
he'll never stop. Bat is an appropri-
ate name. Kelleher Broth ers, fl orists; 
he is one of them. 
Football, 1. P1-eslclent, Senate, 1. 
Debating Society, 2. 
Jones, Nellie, "Giggling Nell" 
Nellie Hpoke at exhibition, 
Winning much renown, 
But in the depths of German 
We fear Nellie yet may drown. 
Juul(H' ExhllJitiou. 
Kenney, Geneva, "Tot" 
flei· rea l name is Geneva Melba 
Nordica Kenney, but because we 
seniors are a lazy c1·owd, we have re-
duced It to Tot. Tot's ambition is to 
sing Carmen. 
Ilo1101· E ssay. 
Knott, Ralph. "Naughty" 
A lady's man he is Knott, 
A homely man, he is Knott, 
A dunce we all know, he is not, 
He always does as he ought. 
Yes he does, does Knott. 
Littlefield, Harry L. "Shorty" 
B lessings on thee little boy, 
Full of mischief, wit and joy, 
·with a smile full two feet wide 
And a hearty laugh beside. 
Oa•chcst rn, :l. 
Larsen, Marion. "Fritzy" 
During out· Junior year we were 
afraid we should lose Fritzy for she 
was the proud possessor of a frat pin, 
but we hear that there 's no danger 
and are much relieve d. What about 
it, Fritz? 
Lord, Evelyn. "Eve" 
F.ve is very retil·ing and mysterious. 
Nevertheless she is a fine business 
woman for she has been handling 
lunch-room and other school funds 
for some time. 
Leonard, Louise, "'Squeeze" 
Student stewed in studies, 
Busiest of busy bodies, 
Past president of perfect A's, 
'\\Tould all would imitate her ways. 
Lovejoy, Edward, "Love" 
This laddie is properly nicknamed. 
He and his half brother Cupid are 
very busy these spring days. 
"In the Spring a lady's fancy light-
ly turns to thoughts of Love." 
Leonard, Priscilla. "Pussy" 
Pussy would like to go to the U. of 
M. and talrn an H . E. course. No 
doubt she will have some practice 
here in Bangor. 
Lutz, Annie C. " Boot s" 
Beaming countenace, 
Sometime I see.-
Rarely but s miling, 
No different could be. 
McAuliffe, Ethel. "Micky'' 
One of the famous Commercials. 
They say Micky prefers Earls to 
Dukes. Her heart is gone to war 
with-Poor Micky! 
McEwen, Ethel. "Mac" 
Her quiet disposition and her un-
affected mannet·s have made her 
known to few. She tells us her 
"sweetheart has gone to war." Rad 
fate! 
McCabe, LeRoy. "Husky'' 
B. H. S. is always represented as a 
motley mob, but McCabe is in a class 
by himself, fat· removed from the 
common herd, well qualified to go 
back and restore his bandit-infeHted 
home town to Jaw and order. 
Cadets, 2. Sccond Licutonant, 1. 
McNeil, Helena H . ":'11ac" 
Happy-go-lucky. Doesn't always 
shine in the class room, but what does 
that matter when she's a blesHing to 
her friends outside? 
McCann, James. "Ji mmie'' 
T h ere is a boy around our school 
W h o is an exception to the ru le, 
For fou r years he our President haA 
been, 
You bet we think a lot of him! 
Junior Exhlbltio n Medal. C lass 
President, 4. Dehn.Ung T cain, 1. 01·-
ehestt·a, 2. Junio r Senior Play, L 
Miller, Pauline, "Polly'' 
Very shy, never flirts (when there 
is no one to flirt with.) Short and 
er-plump! Will be a famous movie 
star . 
• Junior Senio r Play, 1. Ora d o, 1. 
McDaniel, Arline. "Snookie" 
A maiden, impulsive, earneRt, quick 
to act and make her genet·ous thought 
a fact. 
Miller, Ruth, 
Quiet, unobtrusive and shy. We 
wonder what your thoughtH arP, 
Huth? C:ennan has no tetTot·s for 
her If you have evPr heard hPr recitt>, 
you couldn't help hut thin!< th!' samt>. 
MacKay, Winifred L. "Peggy" 
Peggy shines on the dance floor and 
in her lessons. What more can one 
wish for! 
T h e Wild Rose. Class P r oph ecy 
Morton, Madelene E . 
Small, but energetic. Full of fun 
and common sense and always ready 
to be a "friend in need." 
G lee Club, 2. 
Makanna, Joseph, "Jake'' 
Jalce is tall, thin with a grin a mile 
long. Sometimes called "Little Sun-
shine." 
Mulvaney, Richard P . "Dick" 
We wonder Dick if you've ever 
atoned to Aunty for t h ose awfu l mis-
deeds committed in your youth. If 
not, remember this Dick, "The de-
scent to Avernus is easy." 
Malone, James E. "Fat" 
Fat goes right there in football 
sure. Stocky and stout and lazy 
withal. 
:i•ootba ll Team, 1. 
Murphy, Mollie, 
Sometimes call ed Mollie-0. Very 
sweet and winsome, with more knowl-
edge stowed away in her brain than 
most people ever hope to have. 
P1•izc .t<-:ssay, BangorTea.ch e rs' Club. 
Maxfield, Gladys, 
Gladys appears to be so disinter-
ested in anything but lessons and 
movies that we wonder if anything 
will cure her once-I-was-happy-but-
look-at-me-now expression. 
Junim· Semi-fina l s. 
Murray, J. Harold. "IIal-Mike" 
This is the well-known Harold, he 
who launched upon his High School 
career the most unsophisticated of our 
youthful band. Hal's oft repeated 
"I've flunked that Algebra," and 
"Have you seen that show at the 
Bijou this week?" have made him a 
celebrated figure around B. H. S. As 
a Homeo none can surpass him. 
01·a c-le B oard, 1. Ge-rmau P l ay, 2. 
Nason, Gladys, 
"Fashioned so tendei·lv 
GraC'eful and faii·"-
l';ee her a1·ound the halls 
She's alwayR thel'e. 
O'Connell, John, 
Ile is 1·athel' quiet in school, hut 
study in High School is third year 
"still wate1· runs deep." His favorite 
l• rench. He is 1·eadv to reC'eive scholar~ in t1·:rnslation tiny time. 
Nelligan, Patrick, ''Pat" 
He never disturbs anything, nor 
lets anythiug distul'ii him. Lt would 
he a good plan, Put. to take n. P. C. 
and let the folks in B. II. S. l<now 
you're there. 
O'Connor, Charles, "Charlie" 
Charlie stars in a ll his studies only 
the teache1·s don't see it. H e is very 
fond of automobile 1·iding and if one 
ever sNoS him there is no need to 
walk. (Another of ou1· fifty-seven va-
rieties. Ha~h fu 1 kin<l). 
Noble, Frank, "Frankie" 
Frankie came here four years ago 
from the healthful atmosph ere of Or-
rington and say. do you know. he 
doesn't care a snap or his fingers now 
how he spends a nirl<el. 
Page, Hilda, " IT il<h"' 
She is so sweet and good natured 
that you couldn't qua1·1·el with her if 
you tried, and you woulcln't want to 
t1·~ .. 
Noyes, Reginald, " 'harlie Chap-
lin" 
"A joke is a very serious thing." 
r~xclusiveness is the most predomi-
nant rharacteristie. He is exclusivl' 
at all times. on all occasions. He 
studies a lone. plays alone, worl<>l 
alone. ·we like his industrious spirit. 
we like his dignity; in fa!'t. WI' are 
glad to have met h im. 
Oebatlug-, 2 . Honor ,.;,..-.ay. S!'l'-
µ;C'a nt, 1. 
Pennell, James K. "Jim" 
On arcount of hiH !Jashrulness and 
dignity it takes fully a yea1· to gt'l 
1cquainted with him. 'rh(•n Huddenly 
you find that he has a kP!'n H!'llS!' of 
humor and is a good all u1·ot111d HJ)ort. 
H . TL s. ('adl'I;,. 01·ad(• BOHl'<I. 
Perry, Francis, 
Francis lives down in Hampden 
The city "of the dead. 
He goes there every week-end 
To rest his weary head. 
Have you ever seen him stir up dust 
on a dance ftoor? 
Reed, Wainwright, ''Shanghai'' 
Did you ever see him sad? 
Did vou ever see him glad? 
For he·s just the same a lway 
Wheth•c1· you see him night or day. 
Preble, Warren H. ' 'Hinckley" 
He !:ails from Addison, Me. Few 
have become so popu lar as he in so 
~hol't a time. H i nckley says om· 
"gil'ls are fine!" 
Bascba II ~'1anag·er·. 
Ricker, Moses, ''l\I uzzie,. 
Dehu ld ! the busy man of the class 
of Hl1 7. He puts in a ll his time in 
the library when he is not wandering 
thrnugh the building. Th e end of 
this hard work ( '!? ?) results in brain-
storms which occur at regular inter-
vals. 
Pomeroy, Rachel, 
"At home in the world of society, 
At sea in the world of affairs." 
Has had many affairs of the heart, 
But hclS always come through whole. 
Robinson, Oscar A. ''Stealthy 
Ste\·e" 
lf you're a boy then look at me, 
But if a girl. just let me be. 
F'o1· I'm so bashful and so shy, 
When girls are 'round I nearly die. 
Reed, Helen, 
She has thoroughly enjoyed her 
four years of High School, especially 
the study periods. Those sitting near 
her heard all the news of U. of M. 
She is e~pecially fond of French. 
Sc nior-Junio1· .Play. 1. C lass .P1·oph-
0e~r. 
Rosen, Lillian. ''Lilly" 
J la vc you ever seen her other than 
so her and serious? Well she's not al-
ways that way. Don't say "hand-
some iH as handsome does," for she 
might 1tot like it! 
Rosen, Samuel. "Sam my., 
Sammy's ambition is to become a 
wireles.s expert. .1:-l e believes it wou Id 
be better fot· the country if more peo-
ple learned wireless. 
Salisbury, Annie, "Sally" 
Less0ns do not di:;turh het·, neither 
does chapel 01· anything else. Live 
while you may is Ann's motto and we 
agree! 
Rounds, Miriam. "Roundy., 
Miriam's golden hait· is our one 
bright light. (It i,;n't red). We ex-
pect "Roundy" will he a spinster and 
be quite content at that! , 
Salley, Florence U. "Sally'' 
ft has heen her especial avocation 
the past four years to act as B. H. S. 
censor of the movies ahout town and 
at the same time to he a perarnlrn-
lating "A." No! We do not krlow 
how she does it. 
Debating, 3. Oracle Bo<H'(I, 2. 
Rowe, Alton, 
Alton is very fond of girls, although 
st1·ange to say, hE> neVE'l' tells the par-
ties must concerned so. Alton's a real 
diplomat. 
Scanlan, Ethel. "Slwrly" 
Ethel and D - - may he ;;een once 
in a while ( ?) around town. What 
puzzles us is where does she find time 
to do her· lc8sons? 
Russell, Everett, "llud" 
Will probably he a profe8sor in 
some col lege. He excel:; in trigonom-
etry, Latin, l•'rench and physiography. 
Baseball , J. l<'ootball, J. 
Segal, Nathan, 
'vVhen nrst he came among us. 
We thought him rather serious, 
Yet 'ere the year was over, 
We see he's quite hilariom1. 
Shute, Edna B. .. Eddie" 
Gentle and demu1·e though she may 
seem. beware of the twinkle in her 
eye. It means mischief! May it be 
l'nown that she never missed a lesson. 
Sm:th, Hugh R. 
He doesn't smile, . he grins. and it 
is his "customary attitude." Oh, no, 
he's not at all afraid of girls. ln 
fact. he rathe1· lilces them. 
B . H. S. Cadets, 2. 
Smiley, Nellie and Ruth. "'The 
Twins" 
Although they look alike, yet 
they'rn mighty diffe1·ent! Ruth how 
many beaus have you had? But we 
needn't as!' you. Nellie. for you're oh, 
so diffe1·ent. 
Smith, Irene, "'Rene," "Nirene" 
Music her being. end and name. 
Her name will go down in history for 
having given us a peak "Through the 
Vista." 
Smith, Bernice, 
Always busy, clever, too. 
We all know her-say. do you? 
DelJating. poetry, essay, art, 
Jn each she's done a generous part. 
Girh,;' De ba ting Socie t y, 2. 
Smith, Kenneth, "Jchabocl" 
Ken is quartermaster sergeant in 
our cadet company. He is interested 
in beea and his ambition is to become 
a great financier. 
Cad Ns, 2. 
Smith, Everett L. "'Smitty" 
This lad of the romantic mien sel-
dom comes to realize that he has been 
called 1.•pon to recite until a long dash 
has found its way opposite his name. 
Cheer ur;. Smitty. nothing was ever 
gained by haste. 
Snyder, Max, "'Duxie" 
Socrates was his name once, but 
early in freshman yea1· under the mel-
low influence of his fellow classmates. 
he realized the error of his ways and 
since has lived up to the motto, 
.. laissez faire." 
De bating T eam , J. 
S·olomon, Jennie, "Jen·' 
Sometimes studious and sometimes 
not. Be careful. Jen, don't kid G. 
too much. he might do something 
reckless Don't play vampire with 
him. 
Sullivan, Cornelius, "Neally" 
Chemistt-y or math, 
History or Chaff, 
Something to make you lafC,-
He's right there! 
J u11io1· Scmi-flnuls. Class IIls to1·y, 
Stetson, Gladys, "Mutt" 
Mutt is we ll known in the bu:;iness 
circles being a;;sistant to all her 
teachers . 
Sonior-Junjo1· Play, J. 
Sweeney, Rena, "Sweeney" 
A Commercial of ;;miling counte-
nance and sprightly actions. Never 
worries-doesn't care. "Sweeney" will 
probably grow up some day, we hope. 
Stewart, Katherine. "K" 
"K" >.1tancls for: Kan sing, 
Kan play, 
Kan write , 
Kan draw, 
Mor~over she Kan can! 
\\' ild R ose. Ornde S taff, 2. 
Thomas, Leon. ' 'Tommy" 
Here is "Tommy," a cheerful guy 
from BreweL". "Tom1ny" has two 
peculiaL" habits. One is forgetting to 
go to school in the morning; the other 
is falling fast asleep during study 
hours. 
Street, Margaret A. 
SobPr mien, piercing eye, 
Always thinl{ing, 
l don't know why. 
Thorne, Raymond, "Ray" 
Hay doesn't like to speak in public, 
so he dropped out of the semi-finals! 
We hope your bashfulness doesn't in-
volve you in any serious predica-
ment, Hay! Ray is very popular 
with the faculty. ( ?) 
Juruor Semi-finals. 
Toole, Teresa, 
Oh, what we don't know we cannot 
say, 
So of Teresa we can make no lay, 
But she is small, winning and gay. 
Vayo, Harold E . "Harol" 
Harold has achieved fame by his 
art work for the Oracle. An extract 
fl'o1n a daily paper reads: "Perhaps 
he may be heard from in some great 
newspaper. or even something high-
er." Here's luck Harold! 
01·ac le Bourd, t . 
Townsend, Olive, 
Resou1·ceful, genial and merry is she. 
A student who nevet"s Ileen worried 
by "D." 
Wakefield, Mona, 
She ran a long race, 
But measles o'ertook her, 
And to cap the climax 
Poor Rodney forsook her. 
Travers, George C. 
By l1irth he is an optimist, by cir-
cumstance a poet. Have you seen his 
latest attempt dedicated to Sprig, Get-
tle Sprig? Fp1· sale at all book stores. 
Cacle ts, 2. 
Washburne, Russell S. "Jewf' 
Ts he waking or sleeping? Me-
thinlrn. the latter usually. He looks 
rnelancl1oly. but there are plenty of 
girls willin~ to find out. 
Tribou, Helen, "Kiel" 
Oh. what do you want to make 
those eyes at me for, when they don't 
mean what they say? Do be care-
ful. Helen. 
O ne o f the famou s Com1ne r c ia ls. 
Welch, Flora, 
No relation to the grape-juice. 
Never! Flora lives a very thrilling 
life, and only goes to school to make 
us think she knows something-well 
why should T say anything about 
that? 
Wentworth, Pearl E. "Miss 
Wentworth'. 
"Romance lies in thy dreamy hair 
But studies nevei· crowd it out." 
Woodward, Margaret, "Kiel" 
When Mahomet wouldn't go to the 
mountain, the mountain had to come 
to him-thus when Margaret takes 
French leave that's all there is about 
it. Her middle mlme is comfort. 
Whitehouse, Maysie. " l)on'tsee·' 
Personified qu stion mark, disturb-
ing Peter Mitchell's peace of mind by 
forcing him to look up what would 
have been written if no space were 
left between the lines in the Hygi ne 
book. Distinguished artist, latest pro-
duction being I chabod dreaming of 
Katrina \'an Tassell exeiting. 
Woodward, Pauline, "Polly" 
Wail a minute. here Is a prize paC'l<-
age, a "find" in the 1H17 grah bag. 
Polly has achieved dramatic fame in 
the last four years; may he enough to 
last the rest of her life. 
Junior Rxhlhltlon. ,J1111 lo1•-SPnlor• 
Pllty, 3. 
Wilson, Burt, "Raif' 
He has spent most of his time in 
the machine s hop. He is a lso inter-
ested in wireless telegraphy and has 
a flourishing strawhP1·1·y patrh. 
Worden, William, "Bill" 
Bill ran sell you any kind of a car 
you don't want and make you keep it. 
But as for lessons "with all thv 
faults we love thee still." · 
Wilson, William, 
A sober, steadfast youth Is he, who 
never ~·hirks a task. hut always very 
c h eerfully clof>s pverything h 's asked. 
Young, Earl ]. "Cy" 
Such a gentle lad, with a soft voice 
and a slow HOulhern drawl. Ile is 
murh Int rested in shruhH, especially 
thP l•'ur-huHh. 
Hnschall, I. 
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EDITORIALS 
"The best of prophets of the fu ture is the past" 
T H E Y E AR 1916-17. 
Graduation is at hand. The year is near-
ly finished. At last the longed-for goal 
which all (especially the 'Seniors) have been 
awaiting is here. But let us not forget the 
past year, even though it be our last, for it 
is the one to which our thoughts will most 
oft en return. 
There have been several general and note-
worthy things which we must mention,-it 
is with no feeling of hilarity, or criticism 
that we do this-it is merely . a desire to 
view in retrospect that which appeared so 
different at hand. 
Concerning the 'Seniors-a good part of 
them have gone to mo t of the dances, and 
then have gone to some more; some of them 
have hravely plunged into work, whether 
in studies, or athletics, and have realized 
some satisfaction in so doing; a number 
have actually been working and earning 
money ancl they have also realized what it 
means to be doing something. 
Our athletes on the whole have been suc-
cessful. Some few men like Heal, Peters, 
and Garland, have done exceptional work in 
football. New men like Rand and Smith 
have done well in basketball; the school 
spirit has been good and this fact will prob-
ably stimulate candidates for some good 
teams next year, and will probably also in-
sure enough money to carry on the games 
without deficit. It has been quite evident 
for the past few years that baseball excites 
but little interest in the school and fares 
badly financially. We are convinced that 
a re t from baseball for at least a year or 
two would either revive enthusiasm for the 
game or show whether or not it should be 
resumed. 
A few of our class have become quite 
famous in the school through their talents-
Dexter Pullen for his personality, Ralph 
Farrar as a captain, Margaret Hills, as a 
humorist, Paul Eames and Kenneth Board-
man, as business managers, Bernice Smith, 
as a writer, poet, and satirist, and Louise 
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Leonard, Marion Bragg, Stanley Johnson, 
Florence Salley, Pauline \N oodward-and 
others too numerous to mention-for their 
high ranks. 
The personnel of the orchestra has been 
much the same as last year, only it plays 
better than ever before. A welcome addi-
tion to the musical activities of the school, 
though it includes not a g irl and hardly a 
Senior-is the band. As this is the first 
year of its inception and most of the players 
are inexperienced, we expect that under the 
efficient leadership of Mr. O'Neil, it will 
present an even greater attraction in the 
years to come. 
The talent in the school has had many op-
portunities to presen itself various times,-
as in public speaking, the teachers' pageant, 
the German and Senior-Junior plays, and 
the gymnastic exhibition. It is regretted 
that no French play could be given this 
year. 
Thus in reviewing the school activities of 
the year, we find it quite evenly divided be-
tween pleasure and work, brain and brawn, 
and assisted by co-operation on all sides. 
This is as it should he. No doubt 
more interest could be taken 111 some 
things and less in others. There is always 
plenty of room fer school spirit whether be-
hind the football team, or the debating team, 
or in the class room. 
\\' e do not hesitate to predict that it will 
he a sad and memorable parting for the 
class of 1917 on the night of June 15. 
"Forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit." 
MAKE A GARDEN. 
During the lao,t two years, besides con-
suming the entire output of food for those 
years, the people of this country have been 
obliged to draw heavily upon the great 
surplus of food stored up all over the na-
tion. Now the great storehouses are empty; 
we must henceforth depend for ou1· suste-
nance upon the crops that each season 
brings to us. Extraordinary conditions 
l1ave made it impossible for the average 
citizen to obtain food except in very small 
quantities and by paying exorbitant prices. 
But although conclitions are hacl enough 
now, they must of necessity become much 
worse in the near future unless each one of 
u cloes something to he! p the general situ-
ation. Authentic reports tell us that the 
grain crops of this year ar(' short; the wheat 
crop, on which we are all clependent, is 
forty-seven per cent. less than normal. 
Even at this we might manage to get along 
if our nation were not at \\ar. Jlut as it is, 
WC must export food lo Ottr allies. vVe are 
in honor bound to keep them in provisions. 
Creat Britain, France, J taly arc all relying 
on us for grain, for the 1{.ussian wheat-crop 
is almost a total failure and an embargo has 
been placed on ,\rgentine wheal. .\nd in 
the face of this the farmers are hanclicappecl 
for a large proportion of our National 
( ;uarcl come from the rural clistricts. 
There is one thing that almost every o)le 
nf us can do; that is, to make a garcle1;, for, 
in spite of all that skeptics can say, '"back-
yard farming" would help the present situa-
tion. Almost evrry family, except those 
li1•ing in the heart of great cities, has land 
enough upon which lo raise all the summe1 
vegetables it can use. Then if a little more 
land is available, a few bushels of potatoes 
can be produced, enough perhaps to last 
through the winter. \\' ith practically e1·ery 
family raising its own vegetables, the big 
farms could be used for the production of 
more grain. This in itself is an important 
consideration which should influence each 
one to do his share ev n if he thinks he can 
raise his foocl no cheaper than he can bu) 
it. 
Gardening on a small scale is one of the 
simple t things in the world. The cost of 
preparing the land is trifling and the amount 
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of seeds necessary to plant a back-yard g·ar-
den costs hardly anything. The directions 
corning with the seeds, together with a lit-
tle ordinary common sense will enable any-
one to get good results if he is willing to 
work, and work hard. Even if one does 
not have the success of an experienced 
farmer, the value of the crop can hardly fail 
to exceed the 'cost of its production. There-
fore, since you ha ve nothing to lose and 
much to gain, take your hoe and fight weeds 
this summer. You can help your country 
in that way, boys, even if you are not old 
enough for military service. 
The editors of the Oracle take this oppor-
tunity to thank all those who have so gener-
ou~ly helped to make this and the other 
eight issues of this years Oracle a success . 
We would especially mention: 
Our Advertisers, for so loyc.lly standing 
by us, month after month . 
The Seniors, for contributing so unre-
servedly toward their pictures. 
The school organizations, for p'aying for 
their cuts. 
Those students in the school who have 
given so much of their time and labor in 
writing stories and other articles, and furnish-
ing cuts and cover designs. 
THE 1917-18 ORACLE B OARD. 
The t9tG-17 O racle Doard has completed 
the twenty- fifth volume of the Oracle. Tl1e 
( )raclc of today an cl that of twenty years 
ago, or even five years ago, are much dif-
ferent in many respects. There has, no 
doubt. been a gradual improvement in mate-
rial. form , and appearance of the paper 
~ince the first number was published in 
1892. ( ;reater changes could be seen from 
number to number when the paper was in 
its infancy than when it was finally 
launched and became a permanent thing. 
At present thtre is little change from 
year to year except what must come from 
having different people on the Board each 
year. We believe that the limit in size has 
been reached. It only remains for those 
who follow lo endeavor to improve the 
material in the paper. 11his is in large 
measure encumbent upon the student 
body,- to give the best they can. Yet it is 
necessary that the editor and his board have 
high ideals and a spirit for service. '0le 
believe the Oracle Board of 1917-18 pos-
sesses these. 
In accepting material and endeavoring to 
publish a paper that has been worthy of its 
predecessors, the editor has granted no 
favor nor allowed any personal sentiments 
to influence his actions. At least we leave 
these examples for the new Board. 
It is desirable that a group of representa-
tive students should publish the High school 
paper each year having the responsibility of 
meeting the necessary financial obligations 
and the demands of students and teachers 
for a good paper. Vl e hope that the next 
editors will be able to maintain and even 
eclipse the high standard attained in the 
twenty-five volumes of the Oracles already 
published. 
19 17-18 Oracle Board. 
J arnes E. Mitchell ......... Editor-in-Chief 
II arold Green ....... . .. Business Manager 
Donald J. Valentine ...... Associate !Editor 
Esther E. Willis .......... Personal Editor 
Russell A. Whittemore ....... Local Editor 
Rachel G. Connor ........ . . Alumni Editor 
Gladys A. Reid .......... Exchange Editor 
Herbert C. Webb .. ........ Athletic Editor 
l\Iarion JVI. Kenney ...... } L' Eel' 
. 1terary ' 1tors Alice I. Gallagher ..... . 
Donald ] . Eames ...... . ............ . 
...... First Assistant Business Manager 
Philip C. Chalmers ................... . 
.... Second Assistant Business Manager 
The secretaries of the debating societies 
will serve as editors of the debating pages. 
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''That is a good book which is opened with expectation and closed with pro1it" 
THE STRANGE DISAPPEARANCE OF JOHN MARLOWE 
l\y I larolcl E. Vayo, '17. flil--.. T was c\·ening in .\shton. and the 
+fr summer sun, a fiery reel ball. was 
II slowly sinking to rest in a heel of 
fleecy golclen cloud .. 
1t had been a sweltering 
1\ugust clay, one of those days 
when business men sit in their 
office-chairs. with the perspira-
tion st reaming· from their bro\\·s, 
thinking. not of their bu-;iness to be sure, 
hut of the "ole swimmin' hole," in a se-
cluded nook of the fore-;!, where many joy-
ful hours of their) outh had been spent. 
It was one of those clay-; \\'hen the \'Cry 
air seerns sticky and 011 the point of liquefy-
111 g. 
llut at last it was O\'Cr. .\ slight breeze 
''as stirring in the treetops, and all 1)Usiness 
\\'as clone for the day. E,·ery shop was 
closed. work Incl ceased; but not all. for 
there 1\a-; at least one \\'nrk111a11 who had 
not laicl aside his tools and who, to all ap-
pea ranees was more absorbed than e,·er. 
I 11 his spacious laboratory. bending mer 
a large black bench co,·ered \\'ith 'ials. te-.;t-
tuh('s, i>1>ttles of ,·ario11:- acids and other 
L·hernicals. 11a-; l'rofes-;or John :\larluwe, the 
erni11('11t J•:nglish scientist. The professo,i: 
''a;, a small man of about seventy years. 
"ith a full l>earcl. tiny deep--;et eye-;, ancl a 
leathery compkxion. 11 is hands were 
withered and stained with acid . He was 
clot heel entirely in hlack and the only hit of 
brightness on his entire per. on was a 
~olden wedding ring which he cherished, 
and wore on the third finger of his 
left hand. To the observer he gave the 
impression of a little insignificant goblin 
trying to make a noise in a huge uninter-
e-;tecl world. 
nut. was he as in. ignificant a he looked? 
-Vo. indeed. 
Tohn :\farlowe was the most celebrated 
-;cientist in England . He had made many 
valuable discoverie. and had received 
medals from France, Germany. and .<\meri-
ca as tokens of the respect with which he 
\\'as regarded abroad . 
nut, although. he had acquired fame, he 
hacl not acquired what he sought for. For 
years ancl years. he had been experi111enting 
on the theory of the "Dissociation of mat-
ter." Acid after acid he had co111poundecl 
which would entirely destroy all non-
metallic substances instantaneously, hut a-; 
yet. he had been unsuccessful in finding- <1 
composition that would entirely clestrov hu-
man life without lca,·ing any trace of its 
c ff ect. 
>;ow, strange though it may seem. that 
"uch a learned man should be deeply inler-
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ested in such a ghastly pursuit, still this 
was his sole desire, to have humanity under 
his control and to be able to take from man 
his life at will; to be a ma ter of masters. 
It was a devilish pursuit in the eyes of the 
world, but in his own eyes it was legitimate, 
and perhaps even amusing. 
John Marlowe was deeply absorbed in his 
task on this particular evening. Now, his 
rat-like eyes would glow with fiendish de-
light as he watched the effects of a certain 
compound upon a fly, a spider or any other 
insect which he might find near at hand. 
At such moments he would raise his head, 
gaze through the window over the distant 
housetops and murmur in a half audible 
voice, "Ah, it progresses. Just a bit more 
and I will have it. And then,-and then,-. 
Ah, me, the praise that will be mine. I, 
John Marlowe, will be a master of men. 
Kings will quail at my name a1•cl all human-
ity will be at my feet." And then he would 
return again to his work. IIis face would 
relax and he was again a hum an creature. 
These actions were kept up during the 
whole evening and as the hours progressed, 
one could easily sec that the scientist was 
fast coming to the end he so diligently 
sought. 
Twelve o'clock struck. The professor's 
face was now aflame with excitement. 
Outside, a stiff breeze rushed past the open 
window. Rain began to fall in huge drops. 
A low, rumbling sound could he heard from 
a distance, and flashes of lightning cut 
through the inky darkness. A severe elec-
trical storm, which almost invariahly fol-
lows such clays as this hacl been, was at 
hand. 
nut none of these atmospherical disturb-
ances did Professor Marlowe notice. At 
half-past twelve, the storm was at its height 
and still he worked on. He was now bend-
ing over a huge metal bowl of steaming, ill-
smelling chemicals. 
Ten minutes later he filled a small vial 
with the liquid and crossed the tile floor to 
one side of the room, where he exposed the 
contents to a gleaming radio light. 
Immediately he uttered a cry of joy-the 
cry of a madman. \i\Tith his free hand be 
stroked his tangled beard with nervous 
rapidity. JI is eyes bulged; his whole frame 
shook with excitement. 
"Ah!" he exclaimed in a maniacal voice, 
"I have it. I have succeeded. 
The secret is mine,-mine,-
mine. Ah! precious fluid. Jnst a little of 
this innocent liquid would wipe out an en-
tire regiment. And the secret is miue,-
mine. And to think that just one ounce of 
of you would completely annihilate a man." 
Talking thus, re recrossed the room to 
his bench and stood gazing intently into the 
bowl of man-eating acid before him. The 
longer he gazed into its depths, the more 
fascinated he became. Its very color lured 
bis sparkling eyes towards it. lJ e stood 
like one in a trance. 
A vivid ragged streak of lightning shot 
into the room. The lights were extin-
guished. There was a crash as of a falling 
body, a loud splash, a shriek, a groan. A 
thunder-bolt shook the house and then 
all was still, save for the incessant patter-
ing of the rain outside. 
* * * * * * * * * ** 
Morning dawned brigh.t and clear and 
Ashton resumed its daily toil. 
Professor Marlowe's wife entered the 
laboratory at about half-past nine, in 
search of her husband. She looked aud 
called, hut found him not. There was no 
trace of murder, or foul play. Everything 
was in order save a badly battered metal 
howl which lay upside d wn on the floor at 
the foot of the bench. Advancing to this, 
she picked it up. There was only one 
thing beneath it. It was, the wedding ring 
of Professor Marlowe. 
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----=-=-.=- MAINE, THE NATION'S PLAYGROUND 
By Katherine D. Stewart, '17. 
•--.. HE wonders of Yellowstone 
Park, the Grand Canyon of the 
Colorado, Niagara Falls, and the 
11 am moth Cave of Kentucky 
have been described so accurate-
ly by writers and portrayed in so 
many aspects by photographers 
and artists, that people in all 
parts of the United States are 
familiar with their marvelous natural 
beauties. The scenery of Maine is just as 
wonderful in its way as any of these widely 
known places. 
Maine has been called "the playground 
of the nation." Every year thousands of 
tourists come from the North, South, East, 
and West to hunt in its woods, fish in its 
lakes and streams, and cl imb its mountains. 
The summer resorts along the coast offer 
social attractions to those who prefer living 
in hotels to camping out in tents. The 
broad highways, passing by sparkling lakes 
and through ;;hady stretches of forest, 
tempt the motorist just as the rugged coast, 
broken by many indentations, lures the 
owner o{ a yacht. 
Mt. Desert 1s an island where the 
mountains rise abruptly from the sea. 
Settlements h'ave prung up all over it, 
each one with its own harbor. Some of 
them are very fashionable resorts, with 
beautifully built houses situated high on the 
cl iffs like some turreted castles of olden 
times. Others have a impler appearance, 
with little cottages half-hidden in the trees 
or close to the water's edge. The entire 
population, however, enjoys the same pur-
su its- ailing, golf, tennis, mountain-climb-
ing, and tramping through woodsy paths 
to ponds whose smooth surfaces reflect the 
surround ing hills. 
P leasure seekers are not the only people 
who spend their summers along the Maine 
coast. In one locality there is a colony of 
artists, in another, one of authors, and in a 
third some of the greatest musicians of the 
day make their homes. The picturesque 
scenery, the quaint characters in the vil-
lages, and the deep unceasing melodies of 
the changing sea must surely be an inspira-
tion to each one. 
"Two voices are there; one is of the sea, 
One of the mountains; each a mighty voice." 
Maine mountains, with the exception of 
Katahdin, are not especially high. Their 
heavily wooded slopes are piled here and 
there with great heaps of rock brought 
down from the North by glaciers in pre-his-
toric times. Each mountain seems to have 
a distinct outline of its own as it is defined 
against the clear sky. 
Katahdin towers above the rest of the 
surrounding country like a watchful, lonely 
giant. The climb up its steep sides is dif-
ficult, but one is more than repaid for all the 
falls and bruises he may receive on the trail, 
when he at last reaches the summit. Far 
below stretch hills and valleys, the soft 
green of the forests, and tiny patches of 
blue connected by shining ribbons, the lakes 
and rivers. There is nothing in the world 
that draws one so closely to nature as to 
watch from a lofty peak for the first rays 
of the rising sun, or to see it at evening sink 
slowly into a sea of melting, golden colors. 
Nestled at the foot of the mountains lie 
countless numbers of lakes and ponds. 
They are dotted all over the state; in 
groups, in chains, or set down singly in a 
wilderness of trees and in wild, uninhabited 
regions. Moosehead lake is a favorite 
haunt of fishermen and hunters. Fish and 
game are plentiful, and, in the company of 
an Indian or French guide, one may spend 
day after day canoeing down the placid 
water of the lake or through swiftly run-
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ning streams. In the fall the hunter sets 
out with his gun, and seldom fails to re-
turn with a deer, bear, or some wild birds. 
l1oys and girls, as well as their fathers 
and mothers, have their share of life spent 
in the open. Large numbers of them come 
to camps on the shores of the lakes, where 
they live in tents, swim, fish, paddle, learn 
the mysterious secrets of the woods and its 
little inhabitants, and at night make up 
their heels on the ground with nothing above 
their heads sa\·e the velvety black sky 
pierced by a myriad of twinkling stars. 
A wise man who is an enthusiastic lover 
of '.Vfaine, says: "Goel meant it to he a hap-
py hunting ground for the tired folks of 
busy cities, and thanks tn wise legislation 
and up-to-elate business methods, even na-
ture itself is being improved upon." The 
charm o[ the scenery is its naturalness. 
There is nothing artificial in its hold, almost 
savage, beauty. None of its effects are 
spoiled by the fact that one can reach these 
fascinating spots com fortahly and easily by 
rail, motor, or boat. 
One who has ever visited this wonderful 
"playground" 
perfect days 
thoughts turn 
never loses Lhe memory of 
filled with pleasure. His 
backward until he seems to 
he once more seated before the glowing 
campfire, or breathing the pure morning air 
heavi ly laden with the odor of pine ancl bal-
sam. This lure was felt dreply by the 
author of these lines: 
"1\ll unasked this vision ris s, 
Clings within my tired brain, 
J\nd with cunning art clevises 
An insistent, brief refrain: 
'( 'ome, oh come, forsake your cluties, 
\nd enjoy fair Nature's beauties: 
Come to :Vlaine, oh come to 1\Taine !' .. 
-- ------ THE COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING 
By l<:arl Crant, 'r7 . 
.. ••llllHE battle of the 1\1 arne was in 
progress. The French had just 
driven the Germans from their 
first line of trenches, and the 
Germans were advancing to re-
cover their lost fortifications. It 
was a terrible charge preceded 
by a heavy artillery fire. The 
Germans came on in thousands, 
and the French fire worked havoc in their 
ranks. The French, themselves, were suf-
fering severely from the aw fol artillery fire 
of the enemy. 
"Suddenly, the French leaped from their 
trenches and met the aclvancing Germans 
half-way between the lines. For a time the 
Cermans advanced stubbornly, but finally 
they were forced to retreat. The French 
suffered so heavily that they were unable to 
follow up their advantage, and they were 
forced to return to their trenches. 
In the meantime, both sides kept up such 
a steady fire that the amhulance corps could 
not gather in the wounded. The sight was 
sickening: the deafening noise, horrifying;-
the wounded were crying, shrieking, and 
praying for relief from their sufferings. 
Among the wounded was a young 
Frenchman thirty years of age. Ile had 
been a representative of a large French con-
cern, and had traveled extensively in (~er­
many. JJ e was seriously wound cl, but his 
wound was tolerable; his Lhirst was unbear-
able. 1 lis lips were parched; his body was 
burning up; at last he cried: "Water! 
\Valer! For God's sake give me water!" 
Near by lay a Ccrman soldier with both 
legs shattered. I fearing the cry for water, 
he crawled over to where the Frenchman 
lay and pressed his cant<'en to his lips. 
The Frenchman s()mewhat regained his 
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fading strength and thanked the man who 
had befriended him. 
They were both young married men in 
the prime of manhood . • There they lay on 
the battlefield seriously wounded with no 
chance of recovery. Night was falling; the 
air was becoming cooler; a cold, clamp, 
penetrating wind swept across the battle-
field; they snuggled together so that what 
little warmth remained in their bodies would 
make t11e111 as comfortable as possible. 
For a time they talked of home and their 
dear ones. Finally, the r<renchman changed 
the subject and turned the conversation to 
the terrible war. 
''Why is it that we, men, who should be 
spared to bring up our families, are sacri-
ficed? \Ve do not bear any hatred toward 
each other; in fact, we do not even under-
stand the cause of this war. You Germans 
are human; your life like mine has been a 
struggle. Your situation is irnilar to mine. 
1'\ow, here we lie, victims lo that destroyer 
of mankind; sacrificed for what? Will the 
people of Germany gain by this war? Will 
the people of France gain by this war? 
:\fillions of my comrades have been sacri-
ficed. :\I ill ions of your· people have been 
killed or wounded. Property has been de-
stroyed that will take ages to reclaim, and 
hillions of dollar. have been spent.to carry 
on this war. Oh! this is awful, but that 
which breaks my heart is the knowledge 
that my mother ancl wife must slave the rest 
of their days because I, their support, have 
heen slain here in defense of my country. I 
do not hate you, yon ar as 1 am, the pawns 
of those who Inst for power. Oh! God, that 
this should be so!" 
So saying, the Frenchman wept bitterly. 
Then the German put his hand on the 
Frcnchman·s shoulder and said: "It is so. 
Aly family and yours must suffer because 
we did what was supposed to be our duty. 
That cluty which gives us the right to slay 
each other is contrary to God's teachings. 
This war is a great crime." 
"Before this war, I was a careful reader 
of history. I could see this struggle com-
ing on. I knew that the system of military 
training in my country was wrong. I know 
that the people in no country wish war. All 
war is brutal, terrible, and devastating. 
But so long as there remain individual na-
tions, there always will be war. On this 
continent of Europe there are many power-
ful though small countries. The govern-
ment of each of these countries is jealous 
and suspicious of the others. Many small 
issues naturally came up between them, 
and as these governments are rivals their 
decisions are often obscured by hatred. 
For that reason we are lying wounded on 
this battlefield." 
"Think of those great United States of 
America. There was only one dispute 
among them and that was due to slavery. 
The settlement of this question naturally 
led to war because slavery was in existence 
in some parts of that country wben that re-
public was formed. Today these states do 
not quarrel; they are united. There are no 
traffic restrictions bet ween them, no 
jealousy, nor hatred toward each other. 
That country is like a great, happy family. 
The time will come, and that time is not far 
distant, when all the countries will together 
form a United States of the world. Then, 
and not until then, there will be no more 
wars." 
The Frenchman had listened attentively 
to all that the other had said. He knew 
that what was said came straight from the 
heart, and so he replied: "You are a Ger-
man; I am a Frenchman, but what you 
have said I know to be true. I have fought 
and am dying now for my country. Al-
though I love my people and my flag, I 
know that this war is all a great mistake. 
1.t had to be in order to hasten that which 
is comiqg after." 
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"Civilization will not tolerate war much 
longer. \\'ar, the curse of mankind, the 
crime against c;od, must ne,·er again out-
rage civilization. It has snatched our lives, 
but thank Cocl ! there are now no clouds to 
obscure the vision of the people. Civiliza-
tion must triumph." 
The German clasned the Frenchman's 
hand. He was dying. A faint smile was 
on his lips. Ile seemed to be looking far off 
into the future. As he died, he exclaimed: 
"Ile is the same; we are alike. \Ve under-
;.tancl. Thank God!" 
- - THE LEAGUE TO ENFORCE PEACE - ----
l ~y James C. Mc Cann, 'I 7 . 
.. --.. rrorr;n today this he a war-
'?r' riclclen world, yet above the din 
\Ji.,- and confusion of the battlefield 
can be clearly heard the voice of 
the people suppressed and 
mothered through the cen luries 
in the dungeon of servitude, now 
freed and rejuvenated, ringing 
from the depths of the Temple 
of Concord demanding that the Temple of 
Mars he razed to the ground. From the 
beginning of lime, pacificists have shown 
that the voice is fit to be heeded; history 
by surpassing examples, that it may be 
heeded; and Emone by its misery and suf-
fering, that· it ought to be heeded. 
~fany and divergent are the theorie pro-
jected for the realization of the mutual de-
sire of nations for peace. \\'ilh no interme-
diate steps, idealists would establish an in-
ternational court, whose judicial de isions 
would he binding upon all nations, and 
which would have for sanction, "public 
opinion"; they would effect universal disar-
mament, and numberless other radical 
changes. But these propositions are, in the 
main, too idealistic, for they fail to consider 
and to appreciate the gradual evolution of 
society. 
Not so, however, with the League lo En-
force l'cacc, which considers the failures of 
th e past, the conditions of the present, and 
docs not speculate as lo the future, hut wi11 
allow the destinies of the nations to evolve 
unimpeded. 
Driefty, the program of the League pro-
Yides for, 
r. An international court to try all jus-
tifiable questions. 
2 . A council of conci liation for consider-
ation of and recommcn<lat.ions on all non-
justifiable questions. 
3. The use of joint economic pressure 
and military force against a signatory pre-
cipitating hostilities before the recom-
mendations of a conciliation board. 
4. The formulation and adoption of a 
code of international law. 
·why should we attempt to minimize the 
po sibilities of the repetition of the present 
war? For is it not true, as has been stated, 
that life is hut a "struggle for existence?" 
Subsequently the philosophy of force was 
de1·eloped upon the fallaciou as umption 
that '·war is the natural state of man." 
l\lan, struggling for existence before he 
had subjected nature to will, was forced to 
a certain degree, to war upon his kind, to 
obtain the nece sitie of life which another 
possessed. But that archaic period was 
soon outgrown, for man in the exercise of 
that rea. on with which he was endowed, 
soon realized the essential principle of 
;.trength in union. and discarded unqualified 
incliviclual ism for a degree of communism, 
with the result that man realized that the 
struggle for exi. tence did not mean struggle 
within the species, which per se would be 
self-de. lructive, but that it means collabora-
tion for the exploitation of nature, to draw 
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from the houndkss re<;ources sustenance for 
the whole. Throughout the e\·olutinn of 
society to its present status, thi~ realization 
has preduminated man's mind, de\'elnping 
therein a latent <J\'ersion to war and a de-
sire for tlw utilitarian pursuits of peace. 
11 erl'lofore there has been inaugurated no 
practicable and permanent institution for 
peace. l~ut no\\ we must make a choice 
hl•twcc11 three alternatives regarding future 
internationalism. \\' c must either retain the 
present state 1Jf internati1mal anarchy, or 
in-.titute a \\' orld Empire. or perfert a 
\\ orld Federation. 
Can IVl' with justice tu ourseh'l's and lo 
pnsteril) suffer the present state tu endure? 
\ \' e cannot, since it has demonstrated its 
own weaknesses hy the pre,;ent \Vorlcl 
\\'ar. \\,' e must not oppose the principle of 
arbitration treaties, except in that it is nut 
sufficient, as it fails to consider possible re-
calcitrant members, who by regarding 
treaties as mere "scraps of paper," can pre-
cipitate such an infernal fratricide as rages 
today. lf moral force fail as it did with 
the ill\·asion of neJgium, there lllUSl be 
,<,me superior physical power. which 
\\·ill en force a delay for awards of an arbi-
tration board, or for recummenclations ot a 
conciliation hoard. If however, the recom-
llll't1dations of the conciliation hoard are un-
satisfactory. there is Ill> restriction which 
would pre\·ent a nation from taking- up 
arms; but the strnggle would then concern 
the disputants merely, and would not he 
such an ecumenical, spectacle as we witness 
today. Furthermore, during the interim ol 
delay passions will have subsided, the 
i1>sses of war will ha\ e been weigh eel with 
dm1litful results, and pub.lie opinion will 
ha \ ' l' asserted itself. so that very few nations 
will seek recour-.e to war, and a rnilitari. tic 
natit>ll will lie l'ffectually pre\·ented from 
precipitating a world war h) a fort) -eig·ht 
hunr ultimatum. 
Tints. since th e present state is entirely 
untenable. we must consider the other alter-
n;.ti ves. There is hut one choice. At the 
might) bidding of the people, the waters of 
darkness arc retiring. The lofty pillars of 
Ceorg(' 111.'s tyranny fell in r776. Czarism 
fell in HJ 17, and r-::aiserism is wavering an cl 
ti:ppling and must yield. "Divine right" is 
banished nc\ er to l>e recalled, not even in a 
\\ 'lJrld l~miprc for the perpetuity of peace. 
, \ncl is the final altcrnati\ c an irrational 
l ' t1 >pian dream ? I.tat her it is but the cul-
111ination of lhl' l'volutiun of society toward 
a kdnat i1>n of mankind. Retrospectively, 
we sl'l' man emerging from a state of social 
anarchy into groups such as clans, and 
thn ,11gh Slll'Ce:-;si\·e stages into nations, to-
ward the encl uf establishing a higher au-
tl](Jritati\ l' .state suppressing violence with-
in ib IJordns. Thus it is seen that peace 
has been establisher! and maintained by the 
superior power of superior 11 umbers acting 
in unity for the common good; or the 
funcla111c11tal principle that greater units en-
iorce pl'acl'. It was through failure to ap-
preciate this principle, emi>oclierl in article 
three of the League's program. that the En -
trn te , \lliance and the Central l'ower h) 
rnaintaining their "balance of power," em-
hrnilecl the world in that awful cataclysm of 
collecliYe homicide. 
Furthern1ore, the f•irmation of this 
Lc·ague would result in tlte formulation and 
adoption of a grl'atly needed code of inter-
national law. agreed lo by all the signatory 
lHl\\'lT" and gn\'erning· them. 'v\'ho can 
d('Jly this crying need, when the sovereign-
ty ,,f a 11ati11n is.\'iDlated in cold murder; 
when a race 1>[ peupk is swept from the 
fan· of tl.ll' earth because of their rc-ligiotts 
i><·lil fs; \\hen 11n a calm April night, 
111ot her::. with their i11 nocent babes clasped 
tn their hn·asts arc hurled into a colcl ancl 
11amckss grave; when the greatest and 
nni>k~ t of peal'('· lo\ i11g nations is irresisti-
bly drawn into a terrible tragedy of hate 
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and blood, all the consequence of the pres-
ent chaotic condition in the realm of inter-
national law? 
:\!though the necessity of the League i 
thus clearly self-evident. its opponents ob-
ject to ,\ merica 's active co-operation by 
"upholding our i\Jonroe Doctrine" and by 
"opposing entangling alliances." 
In regard to the :\Ion roe Doctrine, do the 
opponents of the League realize that within 
the last two administrations the United 
~tates has become a party to more than 
thirty treaties with all the leading nations 
()f the world excepting Germany, with 
whom one was pending, howe\'er, prior to 
the outbreak of the war, by which we are 
hound to submit all disputes "of any nature 
whatsoe,·cr" to an international commission 
iur settlement? "Thus," says Prof. George 
Crafton 'v\ ' ilson, ''the lTnited States is bound 
already, po ·sibly in some cases under the 
11 ague Con ven ti on and certainly under 
these other treaties, to submit disputes even 
invoh·ing the :\lonroe Doctrine, to a body 
which would meet the requirements of the 
platform of the League to Enforce Peace." 
In answer to the second objection, let me 
;.a) that by endorsing this League we do 
not ally oursekes with one or more nations 
for offensive or defensive purposes, which 
is the strict interpretation of alliance, but 
that we league ourselves with all igna-
tory powers, to suppress any member re-
calcitrant to the principles of peace. 
llut, the critics still argue, how can we 
take such a radical step a to endorse this 
League of whose practicability we are not 
a-,surecl? 1 say, can we doubt its practica-
bility when we scan the list of high authori-
ties who endorse this League? It is en-
dorsed in this country by Pres. \\'ilson, Ex-
Pres. Taft and Roosevelt, Pres. Gompers 
of the American Federation of Labor, 
Pres. Rhett of the Chamber of Commerce, 
Senator Lodge; in England by Lord Dryce, 
\ ' iscount Grey, Premier Lloyd-George, Ex-
f>remier Asquith; in Germany by Chancel-
lor Bethman-Hollweg; in France by Pres. 
l'oincare and Ex-premier Briand. 
It is our duty to mankind to endorse this 
League and possibly. as a world power, to 
take the initiative in its formation. V\' e 
must discard our principle qf quasi-Chinese 
seclusion, as antiquated, and realize that ils 
advocator, \Va hington. knew a Pnited 
States populater! by five or six million in-
stead of a hundred million people, with an 
area of nine hundred thousand instead of 
three million square mile , with a commerc<:' 
of millions instead of billions of dollars; that 
\\Tash ington could not forecast the railroad. 
the telegraph encircling the earth, the gray 
leviathans of the deep which cross the , \t-
lantic in four or five days, that millions of 
our people would be connected by ties of 
blood with the people of all European na-
tions. 
Countenancing these facts which estab-
lish us as a world power, we must realize 
the necessity of our endorsing this Leag-ue, 
which is C\'inced by Lord Bryce stating in 
the :\Tanchester Guardian. ''The creation of 
an international alliance embracing all 
peace-lo\'ing nations, could hardly succeed 
without the co-operation of the l'nitcd 
. 'tates." 
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Dy Dernice L. Smith. 
Alma Mater, we hail thee wi.th joyful devotion; 
Thy name 011 t.he air we would heartily raise; 
Our thoughts now turn backward with loyal emotion, 
As we bring to thine altars our homage and praise. 
The years have sped swiftly that once seemed loo lingering; 
Ambitions we've cherished are realized tonight: 
·\Ve go, Alma Mater-we hear the world calling 
Her children to further the triumph of Right. 
, \11 thy gifts have been priceless; thy standards of honor 
Shall live in our hearts as we strive to attain 
The highest, the goal thou hast set for 11s ever, 
The ideal of youth that shall always remain . 
. \Ima J\ later, we realize that playtime is over: 
Thou shalt find that thy children are worthy of trust; 
Then send us to service of man and of nation, 
. \nd grant. us thy blessing since leave thee we must. 
Fellow classmates, the hour has now come for our parting; 
The pathway we've travelled together now ends. 
\\' hen the springtime of life into Autumn is b lendinrr. 
The hone\ of remembrance shall hold us still friends. 
To classmates and teachers ancl those who yet linger. 
Our hearts would in words then deep gratitude tell: 
\\'e pledge thee our faith, Alma l\fater, forever, 
. \nd sadly and tenderly bid thee farewell. 
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"The eternal landscape of the past" 
:\I iss Farquhar, from the Y. \V. . .\., 
spoke at chapel. Monday, .'\pril 23. She 
told of the need of awakening th, students 
of our country to the fact that they can help 
immensely in relieving war sufferings, espe-
cially in prison camps, and that they should 
consicle1· it their duty to take an interest in 
such work. 
1~rofessor \\'ilmot n. :\Titchell of Bow-
doin College adclressed the scht ol at chapel, 
Tuesday, . \pril 24. .\ few important ex-
tracts from his very interesting speech arc 
given: " .\n acurn is much mor.e \'aluahle 
than a bullet of like size and shape because 
of its power of growth. .\ hoy is a mixture 
1if animal, barbarian. and angel. J\e care-
ful \\'hat you wish for, for if you onlv wish 
hard enough you will get it." 
Miss Mary L. Snow, formerly superintend-
ent of Schools in Bangor, has presented the 
IIigh School Library with the following 
complete sets of books; History of Science, 
including Darwin, Huxley and Tyndall, 
Shakespeare, Kipling, Hawthorne, Lamb, 
Dickens, Eliot, Ruc;kin, Field and Barry.-
besides a large number of author,.; and single 
volume-;. The Oracle, 111 behalf of the 
School, wishes to thank ;\J iss Snow for her 
generous gift. 
:\fr. C. II. llragg 1>f J\angor -.p1>ke before 
the Commercial diyisions, Fri<1ay. \pril 27, 
in the lecture room. The lecture, which 
came the sixth periocl, was on Civic !letter-
men!. In closing, :\Ir. llragg said that he 
rn11siclercd that the greatest thing i11 busi-
11ess life was \ ' itality, mea11ing the ability 
to stand hare! and continuous work. 
William C. .\lonaha11 of the l'. of 1\1., 
spoke at chapel. \\' eclnesday .. \ pril 25. tell-
ing about the condition of the country 111 
regard to war 111aterials and supplies. 
The class prophets for g-raduation ha\'c 
been selected by the Senior c lass as fullows: 
'co111111crcial di;·ision, \\ 'i nifred L. l\lcl ay , 
( ;eneral and Technical cli\'isions, Raymond 
I. Thorne: Classical and Scientific divisions, 
11 el en I'. Recd and I )on aid I l. 11 athorn. 
"~trive for the 11 ighesC' was chosen as 
Cl ass .\I otto. 
Scl10ol was dismissed at nine o'clock 011 
Tue-.day. :\lay 8. .\11 girls of the school 
then met in the .\ssembly hall where a vcr) 
interesting lecture-clemonstration on the 
Cold Pack :\I et hod of Canning was given by 
.\liss Katherine X . Platz, of the l -ni\'ersitv 
of .\1aine. . \t the same time the boys a;-
-;e111hlccl in the City l lall where they were 
aclclrcssed by .\layor John F. \\'rmclman. 
Loi. F. 11 . Parkhurst. chairman of the I 'c-
nohscot County l'uhlic Safety Committee; 
Jefferson C. Smith, head of the Junior \ 'ol-
untcer movement in .\lainc; l'rnfc'isor l [. I'. 
Sweetser. of the l'niversity of .\laine: Suli-
master Lee T. (;ray; and < ltis Skinner. 
chair111a11 of l1>cal committee 011 gardening. 
The bDys were much interested in what 
each -.peaker had to say and listened 'er; 
attentively. 
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The exhibi tion drill and military ball of 
the Bangor Iligh Cadets was giYcn in City 
l lall, Friday eycning, l\Iay J l. The mayor, 
many military officers, the hoard of alder-
men, ancl school committee were present as 
guests of the cadets who were highly 
praised . for th eir excellent and practical 
drill. Dancing was enjoyed until one 
o'clock. The money realized was used to 
pay for the swords, cartridge belts, fifes and 
drums, and other equipment previously 
purchased for the Cadets. 
Prof. R P. Mitchell, who is in charge of 
the Boys' Agricultural Club work at the 
University of ~Iaine. spoke in chapel, Mon-
day, May r2. Ile told many interesting 
things concerning the extension and work of 
garden clubs throughout the state and coun-
try. 
,\ IL JI. S. Carden Clnh of one hundred 
and two members, and a B. IL S. Canning 
Club of one hundred and twenty-four mem-
bers ha1·c been organized. The officers are: 
Carden Club, president, James ,\] itchell, 
1·icc president. I lerbert \\ 'ebb; secretary, 
\\' ilfred (;illin; treasmer. Roger Small; 
Canning Club, president, Irene Smith; vice 
presiclenl, Verna l\l cCosker; secretary and 
treasurer, Bernice Davis. 
On :\Tonclay, :\fay T, YOles were cast in 
the various home rooms for baseball man-
ager to replace Ilarold ll11hbanl, who has 
j1ii11ed the >.Tavy. Those nominated were: 
Francis Perry, J )onalcl Johnston, \\' arren 
l'rcblc, and :\lax Snyder. \Varren' ·Prehle 
was clectccl. 
. \ concert and dance was giYen hv the 
l\angor lligh ::;chool Hand in City Hall, Fri-
day evening, l\fay r8. The concert was ex-
ceptionally fine and the dance music was 
also uf a high stan cl arcl. .\t presen t the 
hand has thirty members under the leader-
ship of H. D. O'Neil. The proceeds will be 
used to purchase new instruments. 
.\ copy of Emerson's Poems has been 
gil'en to the Dangor High School Library 
hy Miss Alice Bucknam, who was fo r many 
years one of the teachers of the school. 
1 \ Senior class meeting· was held 11J onclay 
noon, J\lay 2r. It was clecidecl to have the 
class banquet :\Ionclay evening, June 11, at 
the Dangor 1-:louse. The price is to be one 
dollar and fifty cents a plate. 
The German department presented two 
short plays in the • .\ssembly Jlall on Thurs-
day evening, :\lay 24, al 8 o'clock. The cas t 
was as follows: 
"Als V erlobte Empfehlen Sich"-W ichert 
Personen. 
l' rau nm Crnmbach ...... Gertrude Sullivan 
:\I al wine, ihre Tochter ..... :\Targaret Estes 
Franz yon Crumbach, Student, ihr Neffe 
................. . ...... Harry Helson 
. \ delaiclc Hopf stengel. Gom·ernante ..... 
............. . .. . ....... Edna l3lethen 
. \ 1H[rcas Langerhans, Inspektor ...... . . . 
. ........... . ........... Albert Pi tcher 
Ein Dienstmadchen ....... :\I arion Kenney 
"Die Lugnerin"-Benedix 
Person en 
Constanze Draun. eine reiche Erbin ..... 
.. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grace Brennan 
J )r Langen berg, _\clvocat, deren \T ormund 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Travers 
Frau Creiner, deren ] lauswirtin ....... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·~ara Dartlctt 
:\loritz Hartmuth .......... !Tarold :\] urray 
l'.'.acharias IIahnenhein. Seife11siedcr ..... 
......................... Hugh Smith 
1.,: a ..,par Uackes, l 1a11 c1a rbeiter .. Ij:arl Carter 
J [auptmann dcr nurgenvehr ........... . 
. .................. Kenneth Boardman 
Custchcn. Co11stanzens Karnmermadchen 
...................... Ruth Newcomb 
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ALUMNI 
"Too low they build who build beneath the stars" 
Dorothy Harvey, '15, a member of the 
Sophomore class at .. Wheaton ollege, re-
cently won second place at the annual in-
door meet. ;.1 iss Harvey has also been 
elected to membership in P ·yche, the lite1-
ary society of the college. 
Edward I farden, '15, is the wireless oper-
ator for the flagship of the Tew England 
mosquito fleet of submarine chaser Mr. 
11 arden left for service several days ago. 
,\Iden J lead, '12, was one of the fo1tunate 
applicants for member ·hip in the Plattsburg 
camps which opened Jo. lay r4. Ile will be 
in Company Jlf. of the ~ew England di,·i-
sion. 
Robert Dole. ex-'18, is driving one of the 
l'hillips .\cadcmy ambulances in France. 
The l'hillips-.\ndover ·orps is reported to 
he in sen·ice in one of the zones of heaviest 
lighting. 
Frances Townsend, '14, has recently 
been elected president of L'Alliance Fran-
caise at \\' heaton College, Norton, Mas . 
The appointment of John II. Magee, '14, 
a senior at the Univer ity of ;\faine, as a 
warrant officer with the rank of boatswain 
in the United State naval reserve, has been 
confirmed by the authorities at the harle·-
town navy yard. Mr. :\Jagee, having com-
pleted the four years' cour e in three, will 
receive his diploma in June. Ile ha been 
prominent in ..:ollege activities, including 
the Junior ~[ask, the adet Battalion, 
Speakers' ·1ub, the collerre paper, and the 
IJlue Book, the university literary publica-
tion, mu ical clubs, and is a member of the 
Kappa 'igma fraternity. 
Arthur D. Mulvaney, 'r6, sailor in the 
Cnitecl States naval reseryc, left a few day5 
ago for Portsmouth, N. Ir., where he will 
take up his duties on the l'. ·. S. Topeka. 
Three other B. Il. S. boys now have their 
heaclq uarters at Portsmouth, Paul Eames, 
'17; Arno Savage, '15, and Dexter Pullen, 
'17. 
Valentine Kenney, 'q, has been elected a 
member of the \Vater\'ille Teachers' l\fan-
dolin !uh, which is considered one of the 
best ::'l landolin Club in the state. 
Recently occurred the marriage of Arthur 
G. Eaton, '10, and ::\liss Esther • wanson, of 
\Visconsin, at St. Paul, Minn. After grad11-
ating frum D. II. S., l\Jr. Eaton took a two-
year.' course in economics at the University 
of l\faine and obtained a position in • t. Paul 
as the head of a department in a big whole-
sale house employing over eight hundred 
men. lie wa a member of the Kappa 
Sigma fraternity at Maine. 
Helen E. Patch, '09, ha been awarded a 
graduate scholarship in Romance Lan-
guages from Bryn Mawr ollege for the 
season of 1917-r . Miss Patch is a gradu-
ate of Mount Holyoke College in the class 
of 1914. The annual May Day commence-
ment at Bryn Mawr contained the award 
to Miss Patch and he will commence 
graduate work at the institution in ' eptem-
ber. :.\]is Patch was a teacher in the 
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Eastern Maine Conference Seminary in 
1914-16, and is at present teaching French 
in Bangor High School. 
Lucie M. Knowles, '15, has been elected 
monitor of the Freshman class at Emerson 
College of Oratory, Boston. Miss Knowles 
is also her class cheer leader, captain of her 
division, and a member of the College Glee 
Club. 
Cecilia Christensen, '14, won first prize 
of $ro in the annual Sophomore champion 
debate held in Hathorn hall, Bates College. 
Miss Christensen has also been elected as 
the annual m~mber of the Student Commit-
tee of the Northeastern Field and will at-
tend the National Convention held in New 
York. 
Grace H. Bolton, '12, an assistant in the 
library since 191 l and in charge of the 
Tuvenile department in the new building, 
has resigned from the service and will re-
move to California. Miss Bolton has made 
a specialty of work with children, having 
taken a course in that phase of library work 
at Simmons College, Boston. Her place in · 
the Juvenile department will be taken by 
Elizabeth H. Chapman, '13, who has had 
mnch experience in that line of work. 
Rosemary Brennan, 'I I, left several days 
ago for Portsmouth, N. H., where she has 
acce1 ted a position as stenographer in the 
Portsmouth navy yard. Miss Brennan is a 
graduate of the University of Maine and 
has been doing graduate work at Simmons 
College. 
Paul T. White, '13, who recently played 
the Mendelssohn Concerto in E minor with 
the Boston Conservatory Orchestra, has 
as violin soloist with the Franklin Sym-
phonic Quartet on a tour through the south-
ern states this summer. Mr. \Vhite is head 
of the violin department at the Central 
Music School in Jamaica Plain and is con-
ductor of the orchestra at that institution. 
Dorothy E. Harvey, '15, has been elected 
executive secretary, and Doris A. Town-
send, '16, tre~surer of the Vocational Bu-
reau, recently organized at Wheaton Col-
lege, Norton, Mass. 
Elizabeth Bright, '13, and Bessie Mills, 
'15, are among those chosen to take part in 
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" to be given 
on the Maine Campus, Commencement 
week. 
Wilfrid A. Hennessy, editor of the 1917 
edition of "In the Maine Woods," has writ-
ten and compiled that publication for the 
1 ast six years. Mr. Hennessy was a former 
Bangor new paper man and New York edi-
tor whose direct and entertaining style has 
largely contributed to making "In the 
Maine Woods" the leading railroad publi-
cation of its kind in the country. 
Several days ago occurred the marriage 
of Harold H. Sinclair, '07, and Anna L. 
Webb, '07, ·of Worcester. Mr. Sinclair is 
a graduate of Colby aucl is connected with 
the 1-Jarold L. Bond Company of Boston 
and Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Sinclair will 
reside in Portland. 
been engaged by the White Bureau to act 
Invitations have been received announc-
mg the wedding of Edna E. Crowell to 
vValter K. Hanson to take place on June 9, 
in All Souls' church. Both Miss Crowell 
and Mr. Hanson are r cent graduates of B. 
Jr. S. Mr. Hans n is also a graduate of the 
University of l'vlaine and is now a member 
of the tlrm of Dunham & llanson. 
191 I-VVith regret we announce the death 
of 1 lenry J. Wilson, a promising young man 
of excellent. character and liked by all who 
kn w him. 
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"He proved best man i' the field, and for his meed 
Was brow-bound with the oak'' 
Baseball. 
]\lost of the colleges, foreseeing on the 
part of their students a lack of interest in 
all things not of a inilitary nature, have 
wisely shortened or dropped their spring 
track and baseball schedules. ,\t the pres-
ent time it seems that the prep. chools 
should h,ave adopted this principle also; 
many of the students have left school lo 
take up agricultural work and others have 
joined the garden and canning clubs, while 
many are busy with preparations for gradu-
ating. Ev<.'n the weather man himself has 
not fayored athletics with the result that 
\'Cr) few have turned out for the game. and 
the team, lacking encouragement, has not 
had a successful season. 
Brewer, 19; Ban gor, g. 
.\Tonday, ),Jay 7, Bangor fligh lost the 
postpuncd league game to ]hewer High, in 
a long uninteresting game. The diamond 
was in very poor condition. Dy the encl of 
the sixth inning, Brewer had secured a lead 
of tw ·h·e runs, while Ba11gor had men left 
un bases nearly every inning. l\angor High 
-,ecurcd three runs in the ninth. Young 
pitched a good game. 
The summary: 
Brewer: Carter, s.s.; C. \Yilliams, 3b.; 
Smith, 11>.; LaCross, c.; .\lulclonn, p. and 
r.i.; :\lcKinnon, 1.f.; B<.'auli<.'u, 2h.; F. \Vil-
liams. c.i.; Strl'l'l, p. and r .f. 
nangor: Geagan, c.f.; ] orclan, 3b.; Ken-
nedy, 3b.; Carlin, 2b.; O'Connor, ·c.; Heal, 
s.s. and p.; Younp-, p.; Savage, p. and s.s.; 
Thomas, s.s.; ' heehan, l.f.; l Tickson, J.f.; 
Phillips, r.f.; Toole, r.f. 
Brewer .... o 6 3 5 o 3 2 o 0-19 
Bangor .... o o 4 o o I o 3- 9 
Two ba. e hits, Carter 2, Geagan, Carlin. 
Three-base hits, Beaulieu. Stolen bases, 
Carter, C. \Viii iam., Muldoon, 1IcKinnon, 
Geagan 2, O'Connor 2, Heal, Savage. Bases 
on halls by 11 uldoon 7, Street 1, Heal 4, 
Young. Struck out by ;\Iu!cloon 8, Street 
3, 'ayage 3, Heal 7, Young 3. 
l'mpires, John~on and McCann. Time, 
3 hours. 
Waterville, 6 ; Bangor H igh, 5. 
Saturday, ;\fay 12, Bangor High was de-
feated by \\' aterville Il igh in a close game 
of baseball. The diamond was in very poor 
condition and the weather anything but 
favorable for playing. At the encl of the 
fourth the score wa a tie, but Savarre had 
a bad inning in the fifth and \Vaterville se-
cured a lead of 3 runs. llang-or secured ten 
hits off the visitors, hut left men on bases 
se,·eral innings. 
The summary: 
\\raterville: :\foore, c.; Bisson, 2h.; 
Proctor, 1.f.; Carter, s.s.; ralty, c.f.; 
O'Drien, p.; \\'illiams, r.f.; Joseph, 3b.; 
I [arclin, rb. 
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Bangor: Geagan, c.f.; Kennedy, 3b.; 
Carlin, 2b.; O'Connor, c.; Heal, s.s.; Hick-
son, 1b.; Sheehan, r.f.; Phillips, 1.f.; Savage,. 
p. 
V\.aterville ... o o 2 I 3 o o o o-6 
B. H. S ...... 0 0 2 0 I 0 0-5 
Penobscot Valley League, and strengthened 
Orono's first place with four games won. 
The only bright spot in the game was a 
home run by Earl Heal. 
T he summary: 
Orono: Sullivan, 2b.; Boulier, s.s.: Red-
BASKETBALL TEAM 
Two base hits, Kennedy. Sacrifice hit, 
IIeal. Base on balls, off O'Hrien, 3; off 
Savage, 7. Struck out by O'Drien I, Sav-
age 17. Umpire, McCann. 
B. H. S. vs. Orono High. 
. .\ londay, ?\lay 14, Orono took its second 
game from Bangor High in a one-sided con-
test. This left Bangor at the foot of the 
111011(], r.f.; D. Roche r, p.; Dore, 3b.; 
Shatney, c.; Starkie, 1b.; Ross, 1.f.; Chase, 
U.; Gordon, 1.f.; Baker, c.f. 
15. LI. S.: Geagan, c.f.; K ennedy, 3b.; 
Carlin, 2b.; O'Connor, c.; Heal, s.s.; Hick-
son, ib.; St. Onge, r.f. and p.; Young, p.; 
Thon1as, r.f.; Sheehan, 1.£ . 
Sacrifice hits, Kennedy, Boulier, Red-
mond, De Rocher. Stolen bases, Sullivan, 
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Boulier 2, Starki<: 4, Daker 3. Geagan. Ken-
nedy, Carlin, Thomas 2. 'Struck out, by 
DeRocher 15, by St. Onge 13. Home run, 
JI ea!. 
Lrmpires, Cote, Dearborn. Time, 2.30. 
• \ttendance, 200. 
• Bangor, 13 ; E. M. C. S., 4. 
Bangor High handed Bucksport . emi-
nary an unexpected trimming at Bucksport, 
Saturday, .\Iay 19, in an interesting game. 
Although Bucksport claims to have lost the 
game through bad luck, loose playing and 
costly errors were in evidence. Bangor . e-
cured most of her runs in bunches, especial-
ly in the latter part of the game. Carlin 
found the ball e\·ery time up for a safe hit. 
The summary: 
Bangor: Cieagan , c.f.; Kennedy, s.s.; 
Toole. 2b.: Carlin, 2b. and s.s.; O'Connor, 
c.; H eal, p.; Thomas, lb.; Phillips, r.f.; Jor-
dan, 3b.; Sheehan, l.f. 
E . .\L '. S.: .\lcLain, c.: Sidelinger, c.f. 
and p.; Hutchins, p.; Decker. 2h; ·Whit-
more, 3b.; \\'ebster, lb.; Lowe, l.f.; \\Totten , 
s.s.: [l ooper, r.f.; Nickerson. r.f. 
Bangor .... 2 o 2 o o 
I ~ . .\f. '. S .. t •) o o 0 
3 
0 
2-r3 
[- 4 
Two base hib, .\fcLain. Pelley, Decker 2, 
\\.ottcn, Jleal 2. Three base hits, 'Sidelin-
ger. Bases on balls, by Pelley 4, Sidelinger 
2. S truck out by Ilea! '13, Pelley 7, , ide-
lingcr 3. ] Tit by pitched ball, Kennedy. 
L mpire-;, \Yest and l\ f cCann. Time, 2.20. 
Maine C. I., 13; B. H. S., 3. 
.\ Jaine Centr;.l 11·..,ti' ute won it:-. second 
game frum Ba 1:._:flr I figh at :'daplcwoocl 
l'arlc .\ londay. .\I a\ 21 : they hit Peters 
hard and \\'ere I d I ed h~ error. . \ strong· 
wine! sweeping oyer the field made good 
fielding impossible. .\ f. C. l. secured ten 
runs in the first three innings while Bangor 
was unable to hit the cleli\'ery of Parks or 
Lampher. to any extent, getting only two 
runs in the seventh and one in the eighth . 
The summary: 
l\I. C. I.: Tierney, 2b.: :\fcGown, l.f.; 
Lampher, 3h. and p.; \Vardwell , c. and 3b.; 
Emery, 1b.; Parks, p.; .\ppl ehee, c.; Reilley, 
s.s.; Perkins, c.f.; Grover, r.f. 
Bangor: (;eagan, c.L; Kennedy, 2h.; 
Carlin, 1 b. : O'Connor. c. and r.f.; Heal, s.s. ; 
Peters, p. ; Phillips, r.f.; Toole, c.; Sheehan, 
l.f.; Jordan, 3b. 
::\I. c. I.. ... J 6 3 0 0 0 3 0 0-- 13 
D. II. S ..... o o o o o o 2 o- 3 
Two base hits. \\ 'ardwell. Three base 
hits, Reilley. ~tolen bases, Emery, Perkin;,. 
Bases on halls, by Parks .+. Lampher 2, 
Peters 4. fli t by pitched ball, :\lcGown. 
l mpire. :\lcCann. Time, 2.10. 
Track 
On Monday, May 1 ~. the track manager 
received notice that the Athletic Council of 
U. of M. had been obliged to cancel the 
interscholastic track meet to have been held 
at the University, the following Saturday, 
May 19. This postponement was necessary 
because of a lack of accomodations for the 
visitors as most of the Fraternity houses 
have closed ahead of time this year. This 
was a source of great disappointment to the 
schools that have been preparing weeks 
ahead for this meet, and especially to our 
own track team, as it was prevented from 
taking part in the Bowdoin meet through 
a lack of fund~. 
CAST OF JUNIOR- SENIOR PLAY 
• 
B. H. S. ORCHESTRA 
"Trust not yo:1rself }or your dejects to know'' 
''The J ndustrial School Record," Fort 
<;rant, .\rizona.-ln your short tweh·c pages 
you ha,·c covered more ground, so to sneak, 
than most papers do in fifty pages. Your 
,·arious articles cannot fail to leave a last-
ing impression upon the reader's mind. 011e 
cannot possibly realize, without inspection, 
just how much good composition there is 
bet ween your two covers. 
The lligh School Register, Burlington, 
\ ' t.-Your c Yer is Yery good for this time 
of year. The editorials arc rather short. 
The Exchange department should be en-
larged by criticising more papers. .\ few 
pictures and cartoons would help a great 
deal. That's all you need to make your. 
one of the best. 
"Old Hughes," incinnati. Ohio.- .\c-
corcling to the high marks that some of \'Our 
..,tudcnts arc securing you must hayc a beYv 
of future professors and scholars in your 
school. 'Special notice is due to the person 
who recci,·ccl no mark below 99 in his ex-
aminations. . \II wc can say i-;, "hats off." 
to the one who can accomplish anything like 
that and not die in the attempt. 
"The Tabula," Torrington fligh School. 
Torrington, Conn.-\\'e ha,·e only one criti-
cism to make in regard to you and yours, 
and that concerns your Exchange depart-
ment. Sad to say, it appears that you have 
joined the rank an<l file of many other 
school papers in making your Exchanges as 
short as possible. In our minds the Ex-
change section is one of the most important 
departments in any ·chool paper. It is the 
means of introducing one school to another. 
and it also helps each editorial board to bet-
ter their paper, by means of the ,·arinus 
words of criticism offered. 
"The Rostrum," Guilford, :\le.-Your paper 
is ,·ery neat and newsy. The various stories 
although quite short are well written and 
intere ting. You ha\'e quite a lot of empty 
space which ought to be taken care of and 
put to some use. \Ve hope you will try to 
make these blank places cl isa ppear. 
"The X-Ray," . \nderson, I ncliana.-Yout 
literary pages arc so well developed that no 
doubt is left in the mind of the reader as to 
whether or not your Iiterarv editors do their 
work. Dy the large amount of space dc-
\'Oted to jokes we judge that your sub-
scribers are fond of humorous stories. 
The :'.\lirror, . haron, Penn.-The arrange-
ment of your paper could be improved. 
Certainly, you can increase your literarv de-
partment so as to haye more than two 
stories. ..-\ good idea, would be to remoye 
that index to advertisers and put in some 
Jes con picuou.3 place. The greatest er-
rors, as with many papers, is the omisson of 
an exchange department. \\' e all have 
fault and expect criticisms. 
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"The Harvard Alumni Bulletin," Harvard 
.-\.lumni Association, Boston, Mass.-This 
paper is full of up-to-date material. It deals 
almost wholly with the present attitude of 
J larvard in regard to the recent outbreak of 
war. The llarvarcl students are busily en-
gaged in learning military tactics at the 
present time. 
AS OTHERS SEE US 
The Oracle-You have a good paper. 
\\That cuts you have are excellent, but why 
not have more ?"-The Rostrum," Guilford, 
Me. 
The Oracle-Your literary department is 
extraordinarily large and the stories good 
and interesting.-·'The Tiger,"' Elkins, \V. 
\ 'i rginia. 
Oracle, Bangor, :\[e.: You have splenclicl 
editorials and your Literary Department 
deserves special praise.-The TJugle, l\fon-
roe, l\Iichigan. 
"Oracle,'' your editorials arc tbe right 
sort! Your "Personal" department might 
be cnlargecl.-The Piquoniau, Piqua, Ohi . 
The Oracle, a very interesting paper.-
The ,\riel. Bucksport, l\f e. 
( racle, Bangor, :\f e.: "Grand i\Ianaan'' is 
a beautiful bit of description, and we wish 
more of the exchane·es would publish such 
articles, for they acid to the dignity uf the 
magazihe. "S. O.S." is clever and realistic.-
The Budget, Elizabeth, N. ]. 
The Oracle, Dangor, i\ f e.-Thc Oracle 
improves every ~ssue. The literary depart-
ment is splendid, the headings good and the 
''D. H. S. Program" amuses us, though we 
know none of the people mentioned. 
Couldn't you improve your cartoons ?-The 
Dlue Dird, N. Y. City. 
The Oracle: Your jokes ancl stories arc 
good, but the appearance of your paper 
would be improved hy a few rnts.--The 
''Mirror," 'Sharon, Pa. 
The "Oracle." Bangor, :\Jaine: A very 
snappy paper, especially your cover."-The 
", \cademy I lerald," nethel, :\Iainc. 
The Oracle, llangor, :\le.: A Yery cred-
itable paper. "The (;entle 1\rt o[ 13luffing," 
''Some Queer Facts," and "Tardiness" arc 
worthy of attention from all.-The Vir-
ginian, Norfolk, Va. 
The Oracle, Bangor, ;\I e.: Your edi-
torials are \'C ry good, and also your ex-
change department.-The Tabula, Torring-
ton, Conn. 
The Oracle, Uangor. :\le.: \ '\ ' ell written 
editorials, very intercsting.- The lla111pto-
11ian, ~. 11. 
The Oracle: Your cover design is one of 
the most attracti,·c we ha,·e recei,·ed, and 
your cuts excellent.-Par-Scm, l'arsonfielcl, 
:\I e. 
The < l'raclc, nangor , :\le.: The Tattler 
welcomes yon among its exchanges.-The 
Tattler, Marquette, T\lich. 
The Oracle, l\angor, :\re.: The ()racle is 
very satisfactory. You ha \ ' C some very 
cle,·er editorials and your stories arc good. 
Hut we suggest lhal you have a fuller criti-
cism on your cxchanges.-The Owl, N. Y. 
City. 
The "( )racle," llangor, :\[aine: "The ar-
rangements of the departments is splendid. 
Your cuts arc excellent and your literary 
<lepartment especially 'S. ( ). S.' is very 
good."-The "Bluebird,'' Eastman-Caines 
School, New York City. 
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----------- - - -- CLASS W ILL 
STATE OF MAINE l 
f SS COUNT\' OF PENOBSCOT \ . . 
We the members of the class of 1917 of Bangor High School, in order to leave a 
more perfect High School, establish justice, insure student tranquillity, provide for the com-
mon needs, promote the educational welfare and secure the blessings of giving to ourselves 
and our posterity, do ordain and establish this our last will and testament for the Senior class. 
To the Juniors we give the pleasure of occupying the several rooms that we 
have so nobly filled this year. 
We also desire to leave to the Juniors our scholarship records, with the hope 
that they may gel as good ranks as we did. 
To the Sophomores we leave our lost opportunities. 
To the Freshmen a three-hundred foot log-cabin to teach them the lock-step. 
Our other effects we leave as follows: 
Our bright sayings to the Oracle. 
A life sized portrait of Dec. Pullen to the school. 
A sheepskin to Bud Russell in 1925. 
The reflected glory of Senior Stars to the Athletic Council 
A double seat to F. B. and D. E. 
Success to all future debaters. 
To A. Pitcher an iron cross for bravery in the German play 
To Mildred DeWitt the trials of a librarian. 
To the coming chemistry classes the history of the marvelous discoveries 
made by this year's class. 
To S. Pullen the popularity of his brother. 
The following articles are left by individuals of the class of' I 7 to the undergraduates of B. H. S. 
All of my philosophical and theological writings. H. Helson. 
My "beloved" cadetc; of "Peter's Army." Ralph Farrar. 
The care of Stubby 'r 8. R. B. 
My latest book entitled "How to Study" H. Reed. 
The affection of all the teachers for me M. Snyder. 
My half of the lunch room Fat·McCabe 
The right to erect a statue of me in the Assembly Hall P. Woodward 
The space taken up by my number S's in the corridors K. Boardman 
My disposition and the smile that won't come off. L. Dodd 
Musical memories 
My dignity and a theme entitled "Nineteen Years Unmarried" 
G. Kenney 
Reginald Noyes 
Class of I 91 7 Bangor High School. 
We the witnesses of the above certify that this is the mind of the class of 1917 and was 
signed by us in the presence of each other. 
Witnesses: ]AMES MCCANN, Pres. of Senior Class 
LENA CLARKE, Vice-Pres. 
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ER SONA~ 
" He doth indeed show some sparks that are like wit" 
It is with great pleasure that the Oracle 
announces that the prizes for the gradu-
ating class of 1917, which amount to one 
wo den nickel each, have been awarded as 
follows: For excellency 
In Beautv-''Hand ome" Gillin. 
In Sagacity and Audacity - "General" 
B ardman. 
In "Hunting"-" hrimp" ' Hathorne. 
In Proportion-"Half-a-ton" Eaton. 
In Picking Violets - Pauline "Cupid" 
:\ filler and a certain Junior. 
In Making Eyes-l\largaret ''Cleopatra" 
\Voodward. 
In Swimming-Helen "Venus" Reed. 
In All Thing -Max ''Percival" nyder. 
In Disposition-Laura "Billiken" Dodd. 
In Study-Tie between ''Buel" Rus ell, 
and "Jim" John ton. 
In Singing- \Villiam "Gasoline Gu " 
\ V orclen. 
In Dancing-James "Skinny" :\1alone. 
In kipping School-Louise ":\Ian-hater"' 
Leonard. 
[n Heart-breaking-Stanley "Little ut-
up" John on. 
In Promptness - Rich a rel "Electricity" 
:\ r ulvany. 
In '.~miling-Reginalcl "l lappy" oyes. 
In the 100% Baby ontest - Stanley 
''Cutey" Cayting. 
Howard (after lectl!re on gardening): 
·'Profe sor, what kind of fertilizer do you 
use to raise chickens?" 
J\Jr. E- (in Algebra): ".\clams, do that 
example yourself. 
Adam , ' r7: "I can't, I haven't any 
bean." 
Mr. E-: "Then, go plant one." 
Captain Farrar (at drill): "J\Iansnr, 
what do you pull the trigger so hard for?" 
l\Iansur: "l thought the harder you 
pulled the trigger, the farther the bullet 
would go, sir." 
Mr. C-: "Hathorne, why don't you 
hunt for tho e things?" 
::-Jr. M-: "Don't say 'hunt' to that 
man, or he'll go crazy." 
James Mitchell, '18: "By heck, I'm 
pre iclent of this 'ere agriculture club o' 
B. II. S. Give us a chew of 0. K. gum, 
will ye?" 
Symbolic. 
l\fiss P-: " \Vhat voice does iubeo (to 
command) take?" 
Dennison: "Feminine." 
l\1r. G-: "\\'hat is a periodic sentence?" 
::-Tis "One that doesn't top until 
it gets to the end." 
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Nobody Home! 
:.\fr. G- (dictating): She was a perfect 
woman, nobly planned. 
II. Davis writes: She was a perfect 
woman nobody planned. 
At That Canning I;>emonstration. 
:\liss Platz: I brought several rubbers 
with me. 
\'oice: Does she think it's raining, or is 
that Preparedness, too? 
The Senior College English classes have 
been writing about the present food condi-
tions. IIave you ever seen the Lunch 
Room at the encl of recess? There·s a sub-
ject for you. 
:\liss \\·- (as J. Eames. '18, enters a 
study room): "\\'e don't have whispering 
in this study room." 
Eames (ri"ing): ·'(), I'm in the wrong 
room!" 
!lliss H-: ··~ow. let me say it so you'll 
"urely forget it." 
Don Hathorne raises his hand in a study-
room. 
:\fr. C-: Yes. 
Don goes up to :\fiss Shute and :\[iss 
Hunt, who are working together. 
.\Ir. C-: Just a minute, which one are 
,·ou after? 
.\ new ;,port has been, or will soon be, in-
troduced into our midst. 
:\Ir . .\l- (in study room): "I know only 
one way to get rid of this being late to study 
rooms-pause-That is practicing in the 
afternoon." 
A Toast. 
The Oracle, ··the tongue' ' of the school; 
may it never be cut out. Patronize our 
. \Jyerti ers and it won't. 
\\'hat some of our B. H. S. Students may 
become: 
P . .:\liller ............... A maker of Aour. 
J. \Varel .................. A loaf of bread. 
JI. Rounds ....................... A ball. 
.\I. \Vheeler ................. A nursemaid . 
H. Savage ................ ~.A wild man. 
D. Valentine ............ A second cupid. 
F. McGuire ............. A second Cicero. 
E. Mansur ................ An A scholar. 
:\f. ~Woodward .............. An old maid. 
F. Gillin ....................... A doctor. 
K. . Doardman ............. An artist model. 
F. Eaton .............. A human skeleton. 
R. Bowen .......... Detached from St-b-y. 
H. Chase ................. A Marathoner. 
B. Cole ........................... A fire. 
E. Dlack ......................... White. 
F. BraP"g- ................... A champion. 
R. Small .................... A great man. 
~Ir. M- (to Burns, who is laughing): 
··~ow, what seems to be the joke, Burns?" 
~o answer. 
:\Ir. :\f-: ''Look here, class, every one 
look at Burns. (Class laughs). No won-
der you laugh-that is what he was doing 
at you. 
:\l1ss B-: ''\\' hat is a deadhead?" 
Pupil: ":\ feller what don't know 
nuthin'. 
.\ liss W- (in Greek Class): "What 
makes this class so clull today?" 
\' oice from the depths: "Perry's not 
here. 
;\[r. Chalmers. while taking Oracle Board 
picture: "Xow all look into the camera, 
please.'' 
Pause-then. Don Eames: "Can't see 
nothin' !" 
Don't laugh al those Senior Pictures, you 
may be there your<;elf next year . 
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From the Editor's Mail. 
Dear Editor: 
I am somewhat over 6 feet and am still 
growing. Also I am rather inclined to be 
Jean. Kindly inform me how I may in-
crease my latitude and decrea e my longi-
tude. 
J. A. l\Iakanna, '17. 
Answer: To increase your latitude, 
patronize the Lunch Room. As to your 
~ E·C CE'~ 
,re_ 
longitude, ascend to the top of the school 
building and project yourself head foremost 
onto the pavement below. This treatment 
is guaranteed either to kill or cure. 
Dear Editor: 
Of late I find I am becoming somewhat 
~tout. Can you tell me of some method by 
which I may reduce? 
Ed. Perkins, ·1s. 
Answer: Beware the Lunch Rocm ! 
For further aid apply to Fritz Eaton in the 
Chemical Laboratory for new and (un) 
tried mixtures, he is a walking, talking ad . 
of his concoctions. 
Dear Editor: 
I ha,·e been arrested so many times lately 
for speeding in the corridors that I ask you 
now to tell me of a means of restraining my 
steps. 
')) 
0. A. Robinson, '17. 
Answer: Get a Ford. 
/ 
AT THE: C,(f)E:-T 
E.XH I B ITI ON 
A Few Strokes From the Pen of Socrates. 
\Vhat a straight and robu ·t looking crowd, 
How the Germans would hate to meet 
her, 
~ow all together a good loud hout 
And three cheers for ··The A.rmy of 
Peter." 
\Vith thoughts of next year, a Freshman 
remarks as he sees a notice on the board: 
Lo t, Caesar, No. 503, please return to 201: 
"Here's hoping he stays lo t !" 
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\\'hen a gal says, '':\ly. I lo,·e ice cream," 
Gee~ don't it make you feel funny, 
Ii yon's just passin' by a nice drug store 
And hain't got a cent of money? 
Ilow fascinating are his eyes 
He sets the poor girls' hearts a trillin'; 
Just notice the color of his face 
\Vhen you call him "Handsome c;illin." 
\Yhen the gong rings. at quarter to one, 
Tell me are you filled with sorrow, 
\\'hen you discover that now at last 
There's nothin' to do till tomorrow? 
Latin is my failure; I shall not want 
(any more). It maketh me to sit down and 
study. It soureth my soul. It leadeth me 
into the paths of ridicule for its namesake. 
Yea, though I stt~dy through the night I am 
Aunked in the morning, and I fear much 
evil. Its' endings and vocabularies dis-
comfort me. I prepare for "F's'' in the 
presence of mine enemies. It reddens m y 
face with shame. It maketh me to !::it down 
embarrassed. Surely if this thing followeth 
me all the days of my life, I will dwell as a 
Freshman forever. 
Bock: "This coffee looks like mud." 
\A,' aitcr: ''\Veil, it was ground this 
morning." 
1 n English class Carl "atell, '18, asked the 
teacher if this was the nineteenth century. 
lmmecliately Simmons Tyler, Esq., '18, be-
gan to sing "Turn back the l.Jni\'erse." Evi-
dently Simmons thought this was pretty 
good, for after class he came up to one of 
the Personal Editors, who happened to be 
in the same class and said, ''Say, that was a 
pretty good one I sprung in class, wasn't it? 
You can use it in the Oracle if you want 
to." 
Thanks for the privilege, Simmons. 
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• Bangor's "Old Glory" Headquarters : 
CHARLES M. STEW ART 
FLAGS 
Dealer iu 
Every thing in the Flag Line. Flags, Banne rs, 
Staffs, Poles, etc. All Sizes and qualities at Low• 
est Prices. Special Designs made to orde r. 
Odd Fellows Building, 37 Park Street, 
P. 0 . BOX NO. 724 
Bangor, Maine 
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l SA VE YOUR EYES 
Optometrists are qualified to advise 
you concerning your eyes. Consult 
HARRY J. COVELLE, Optometrist 
3l Central St., N ew Stetson Bldg., Bangor, Maine : 
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Save 
Your 
Eyes 
Practically no one has 
eyes so nearly correct that 
they could not be benefited 
by the proper glasses. 
It is the exception rather 
than the rule to fi nd a per-
son with perfect ly normal 
eyesight. 
Arthur Allen Optical Co. 
28 MAIN ST., BANGOR 1 
Carver's 
Orchestra 
School 
Open to stude nts of all 
grades. 
The only School of its 
kind in Eastern Maine. 
We have music adapted 
to students on a ll iristru-
ments from ten lessons up. 
D. L. Carver, Instructor 
Piano, Violin and Mandolin 
STUDIO 
25 Broad Street, Room 10 
Merchants Bank Building 
Phone 1107 t 
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Graduation 
Wear 
Besse System 
1 CLOTHING 
' $10 to $25 
&ocut111lrun~ <lllatliu 
For Commencement 
Blue Serges are always Correct 
t BESSE-ASHWORTH CO. 
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J. F. Woodman & Co. 
BANGOR 
OF ALL 
KINDS 
OFFICE TEL. NO. 1 
t 
Bangor Ice Company 
J. F. WOODMAN 
TreHurer and General Manager 
WHARF TEL. 263 
MAINE 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
; J. FRANK GREEN 
i 
Horse Dealer 
32 Cumberland Street Bangor, Maine 
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Special at $3.98 
WILL KEEP THE CONTENTS HOT FOR 24 HOURS 
OR ICY-COLD FOR 72 HOURS. 
Walk in and look around 
P. H. VOSE CO. 
55-59 MAIN ST. BANGOR, ME. 
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E: F. DILLINGHAM I 
Book.seller 
and 
Stationer 
BANGOR, MAINE 
j Watches 
I 
Jewelry 
Diamonds 
for 
Graduation 
Gifts 
ALLAN P. TRASK 
31 Main St .. Bangor l 
I 
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Diamonds Pendants 
S. L. ROGERS 
JEWELER 
FINE LINE OF WEDDING GIFTS 
Keoduskeag Bridge, Baogor 
Watches Glassware 
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Brewer Bicycle Co. · 
Dealers in 
New and Second Hand Bicycles 
REPAIRING, ETC. 
99 Center Street, Brewer 
GIFTS FOR 
GRADUATION 
Bracelets , Bracelet Watches 
Pendants , Brooches, Chains 
Rings , Etc., at 
I. M. HUTCHINGS 
Jeweler and Optometrist 
14 Central St., Bangor, Me. 
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0. J. WHITE & CO. 
Oe11lers In 
Motorcycles, Bicycles 
Sporting Goods, Paints and Hardware 
Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine 
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I BANGOR MAINE 84 Central St., Telephone 1781-W 
GREENHOUSES 
511 Main Street Telephone 1781 · R 
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Telephone 422· W 
L. H. THOMPSON 
Printer 
BREWER MAINE 
@ • ........................................................................ . 
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WE HA VE A FULL LINE OF 
Ladies' White Boots, Pumps and Oxfords 
Kimball & Nickerson 
AT THE SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT 
60 Main Street Bangor, Maine 
Bil • ....................................................................... . 
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in all its Developing 
branches and Printing 
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Supplies 
for the 
Amateur 
CHALMERS' 
Studio 
23 Hammond Street 
All kinds of 
PICTURE 
FRAMING 
I 
• ; 
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F. W. DURGIN, Prop. F. 0. YOUNGS, Mgr. 
WINDSOR HOTEL 
EUROPEAN PLAN 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Rooms With Hot And Cold Running Water, $1.00 Each Person 
Rooms With Private Bath and Toilet, $1.50 each person 
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Military 
UNIFORMS 
RIFLES AND BA YO NETS 
TENTS 
AMMUNITION 
KNAPSACKS 
ARMY SHOES 
LEGGINS 
CARTRIDGE BEL TS 
MACHINE GUNS 
days' notice. Individual orders accepted. Special attention 
given to outfitting High School Cadets and Lodges. 
JAMES T. SULLIVAN 
P. 0. Box 837 
BANGOR MAINE 
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THE BON BON SHOP I 
For Home Made Candies, and Ice Cream f 
4 196 EXCHANGE STREET, BANGOR, MAINE I 
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of the Outlet Corporation + 
• • ! Will afford be tter means of procuring Shoes at lower prices. Shoes i 
+ in a great variety of styles are to be had, the season's newest at prices l 
t that will agree with your pocket. \Ve also carry a complete line of + 
t Men's Clothing and Furnishings. t 
i : 
• THE OUTLET CORPORATION • i. 91 MAIN STREET t 
i MAINE'S LARGEST CUT PRICE STORE t 
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t New Wall Papers 
Still Arriving 
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Birge Papers designed by the 
most skilled artists in the 
country. J;ipanese Grass 
Cloths and Tiffany Ble nds 
Oatmeal Du plcx Papers. The 
kind thci.t will stand te n times 
the wear of ordinary pape rs. 
Decorative Cut-Out Bo rders, 
more in vogue this seaso n than 
ever 
i t 
I. 1,~ A STRONG LINE 
We're "strong" too on 
MODERATE PRICES 
Fred E. Eldridge Co. J 
98 Hammond Street · I 
l:om pliments 
of 
F. S. JONES & CO. 
STAPLE AND FANCY 
-GROCERIES l : 
210 Hammond Street 
Tel. 880 
BANGOR, MAINE 
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I MILLER. & WEBSTER. CLOTHING co. ~ 
I
i The Home of :.! 
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
• f Bangor Maine ~ 
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t FURBUSH :.i ! PRINTING COI1PANY l i. SOLICIT HIGH SCHOOL PATRONAG E EXCELLENT WORK , PRICES RIGHT I 108 EXCHANGE STREET BANGOR, MAINE I 
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t W,~~i!e~D ! 100 
• YOU G M EN and WOMEN to enroll 
t FOR OUR SPECIAL SUMMER 
• • 
• 
COURSES 
l We cannot begin to supply the dernancl for 
bookkeepers and stenog raphe rs made 011 us 
now, and this demancl is bound to grow more 
• and more urgent a s the days and wee ks go 
• by. Business men i,ay "Salary is no object ; 
• we simply mus t have help." 
• Do not hesitate. Write at once for our l special terms and full information. ! We will help you if YOU will try to help 
yourself. We will help you get a position a s 
soon a s you are ready. 
'file fir t t h ing for you to do is to PH l~­
P AHK Begin by getting in touch with us 
as soon as possible; just mail us a card say-
ing you are interes ted, and we will take the 
next s tep. 
Great opportunities lie jus t ahead of y ou-
are beckoning to you this minute. N 0 W l ' 
'l'H~ 'l'l~I E 'l'O Al''l'. 
The Doe Business College 
Y. M. C. A. Building, Bangor, Me. 
t 
RAMSDELL STUDIO 
FREDERICK .JOIINSON Arti s t 
Pictures of Distinction 
Heduced Hates to Students 
148 /lain Street Bangor, Maine 
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PHOTOGRAPHER ! 
i I+ 3 State St . Phone 187 2 Brewer , M e. 1• 
A n 1ateu r 1Vork 12 yf"!ars \vlth 
E ula r ge1ne11t Ch n.l 1uer~ Studio 
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" MAINE' B ST PAPE R" 
THE 
BANGOR COMMERCIAL 
50 Cents Per Month 
Delivered By Carrier 
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Patronize Our Advert isers 
A BIG RELIABLE COMPANY THAT OWES ITS 
SUCCESS TO MAKING CUSTOMERS, 
AND KEEPING THEM 
Unexcelled Facilities For Manufacturing And An Efficient Or-
ganization Enable Us To Emphasize 
QUALITY SERVICE VALUE 
Commencement Invitations 
Class Rings Class Pins 
Engraved Stationery 
3rd Addition 1913. 2nd Addition 1908 . Original Plant 1896 ·1st Aodition 1905 ·4th Addition 1916 
A PICTURE STORY OF 20 YEARS OF SUCCESS. 
STILL GROWING 
IT WILL BE WORTH YOUR WHILE TO INVESTIGATE 
BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER 
SAMPLES AND ESTIMATES ON REQUEST 
BASTIAN BROS. CO. 
ROCHESTERt N. Y. 
Makers of the Rings and Pins for the J9J7 and l9J8 Classes 
No. 203 
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THE ORACLE 
to be sure of having good engraving, efficient 
and accommodating service, prompt deliveries 
and fair charges, selected 
THE HOW ARD-WESSON CO. 
College Engravers WORCESTER, MASS. 
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• 
GRADUATION! 
THEN WHAT? 
Many High School men go to distant cities for higher education 
or to accept a position. A membership ticket issued by the 
BANGOR Y. M. C. A. 
is good in any association on earth, whether it is in America, 
China, Egypt, The Philippines, Australia, Japan, India or any 
other country. Join here before you leave and let us write you 
a letter of introduction to the secretary. 
FULL, $5.00 STUDENT, $3.00 LIMITED, $2.00 
@•··········· ··············· ·····································~··· 
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Bright Young Men Needed-in the Hospital 
Corps of the U. S. Navy 
The Navy today needs at once at least 2,000 young men be-
tween the ages of r 8 and z 5 to assist the doc tors of the Navy 
in Naval Hospitals and at sea on the vessels of the Navy. 
The life offers good pay, a variety of work, and an opportuni-
ty to study and serve your country. 
Inquire about enlistment at the nearest Naval Recruiting Sta-
tion. Ask the postmaster where the neares t Navy Recruiti ng 
office is to be found. Go there, talk to the doctor, ask him about 
the Hospital Corps. 
i 
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assists your needs for Graduation in 
Dresses 
Hosiery 
Gloves 
and 
Lingerie 
New Summer Dresses in colors 
have also just arrived. 
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Compliments of 
ANDREWS' MUSIC 
HOUSE 
98 Main Street 
Bangor, Maine 
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The 
PERRY STUDIO 
Muker of 
Fine Photographs 
193 Exchange St. Bangor, Me. 
PHONE CONNECTION 
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GOING TO BUSINESS COLLEGE 
'? '? '? 
If so, you are, of course, going to a school that is 
up to date. The Beal College, for instance, has 
taught machine shorthand one year longer than 
any . other school in Maine, outside of one in 
Lewiston. With this evidence can you afford to 
neglect investigating all of its complete business 
courses taught by experts? Ask any business 
man-better still write for 
Pree Catalog and Literature 
The Government Wants 5,ooo Stenographers. Don'CWaste Your Summer. Enroll Here Now 
.................................................... ..._ •••••••••••••••••••• Bl 
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BOWLING BILLIARDS 
THE BOWLODROME 
BANGOR' S WONDERFUL AMUSEM ENT INSTITUTION 
A PLACE FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN L. D. MATHIS CO. Props . 
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CHANDLER 
Always 
Saves 
You 
Money 
Furniture, Floor Cover~ 
ings, Draperies, Shades, 
Upholstering and Re= 
pair Work. 
84=96 Hammond St. Bangor, Me. 
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FRANCIS G. SHAW 
TEACHER OF 
Drums, Bells and Xylophones 
Pupil of Frank E. Dodge of Boston 
50 Main Street Bangor, Maine 
Telephone 2169-M 
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@; • •••••••••••••••••• ·- ..................................................... • ;§l I Portraits By EMMA J. TANEY, Photographer 
h 28 Main Street, Bangor, Maine Photograp y l ..................................... , ........... -+++-+ ........................................ • @ 
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I GUS. A. YOUNGS 
l 
• 
Fishing Tackle 
100 Har low Street Bangor, Maine 
~ •••••• , _...........,... ••••• 4 ••••••••••••••••••• ·~· ••••••••••• ....._.., •••••••••••• • @ 
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property Owners, that Moore's 
Paint is one of the Best made. 
Moore's House Paints 
Moore's Sani=Flat 
Moore's Oil Colors 
Moore's Moresco 
Moore's Floor Paint 
Moore's Cottage Paint 
Moore's Yacht White 
Moore's Pure Putty 
Guaranteed by Manufacturer and Dealers. 
AGENTS 
NORTHERN PAINTING CO. 
W. C. Fletcher, Manager 
31 Park Street Bangor, Maine 
l •+ •• • + • • •••• • • •••• • •• • • +-+-+-+-+ + ••• • •-+ • •• I • + •-+-+-+-+-+++++->-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++-+-+-+-• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• +-+--+-+-+- ••••••••••••••• •-+-+ +--+--+-+-• ••••••••• -+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ , . 
317 Schools and Colleges 
now use I. C. S. textbooks and study pa mphlets. G,ooo gradu-
ates in 1916. 280 courses to choose from. An excellent way 
to prepare for a special position. 
H. J. SMITH, Representative 
Y. M. C. A. Phone 132Z 2 Bangor, Maine 
• •••••••••••••••••••••• ++++-+--+--+-• ••••••• ++-+-++• ....... +-. +-+-+ •••• +-+-+-+-+ ........ . 
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~IJOlJ THEATRE 
Two Weeks ~~~~~; June 11 
A MUSICAL SHOW THAT'S DIFFERENT 
HOYT'S MUSICAL REVUE 
With the Talented Singing Comedienne 
MADELINE BUCKLEY 
Lew Brems, Lilly Sutherland, James Evans, Marty Ouprez, Jack 
Sheehan and other favorite Stars 
A ROSEBUD CHORUS ~~~?Z A~o ~g~gov WITH 
A GREAT SHOW FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
Popular Prices. Daily Matinee at 2.15. lOc and 20c 
Evenings lOc, 20c, 25c, 35c. 
THE "STRAND" OF MAINE 
PARK .PEERLESS ICTURES ERFECTLY ROJECTED 
~ Clean, Comfortable, Airy and Wholesome 
Amusement Resort For The Whole Family 
Devoted ' exclusively to SELECT 
PROGRAMS of the World's Best 
PHOTO MOTION PRODUCTIONS 
Continuous Shows from l2 to J0.30 P. M. 
AH Seats me. Children, Afternoons only 5c. 
!/PQ/'/nQd CntQr/ainmQn/ /or Ohos(} Who 'lJiscriminatQ 
I 
i 
t 
• t 
•· ........................................................................... . 
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Bangor, Maine 
Organized April 9, 1887 
Paid Up Capital ............................................... $ 175,000 
Additional Liability of stockholders........... ..... 175,000 
Surplus and profits....... ... ...... ............. ..... ... ...... 600,000 I 
Maintains a S:::::~t~~~~·~~~~~~-~~;~~~·~~~~~~~~··~~·~~~~~~~:·:~;:~n. Loans money 
on Real Estate Mortgages at favorable rates. Receives deposits subject to check and 
transacts a general Banking and trust company business . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 
Rensselaer ESTABLISHED 1824 TROY. N. Y. 
Polyteehnie 
Engineering 
ana Science Institute 
Courses In Civil Englneerlnir (0. E.) :M:eebanlcal Englneerlnr 
(H. E.)1 Electrical Enrlneerinir (E. E.), Chemical Engineerln&' (Ch. E.1, and General Bclence (B. S.). Also Special Courses. 
Unsurpassed new Chemical, Physical, Eleetrlcal, :M:ech.a.nlcal 
anF1o~a.c~f1j~~~:8!1n'1 fi'i~~[i.A.&~;Je~a.mphleta sbowin~ work of 
graduates and etudents and views of buildlnU1J and campus, 
apply to .JOHN W. NUGENT, R egistrar. 
................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . 
JONES' CELEBRATED I 
In Ne~~~~!~ss J~~~~J= Open! 
18 cents and 35 cents 
Highest Quality Necessitates Highest Price 
Highest Award at Pan.-Pac. Exp. 
Sold by all best Grocers and Markets 
PACKED BY 
Alfred Jones' Sons 
Bangor, Maine 
~ .................................• l H~o'!~!~t~f~~r!~! ~~~~~I Graduates of secondary schools admitted without 
examination provided they have taken 
. . required subjects I M oc_lern butldtngs and equipment. 4 years course begins September, i917. Degree ofD. M. D. , Catalog EUGEN E H . SMITH , D . M . D . Dean 
Boato n. Ma• • · 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Modern Soda 
Fountain 
is at 
Buckley 
MILK SHAKES 
5 cents 
' s 
Buckley Drug Co. 
2 7 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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GRADUATION SUITS AND FURNISHINGS 
Everything that the High School fellow desires to perfect his personal appearance is 
embodied in the new style. New Colors and New Models of the "National Student," Elk 
Brand, M SCo. Suits and Top Coat s, America' s Best Young Men 's Makes a t $10, $12.50, 
$15, $18, $20. Look over our New Spring Hats , Shoes, Shirts, Neckwear and Hosiery . 
J. WATERMAN CO. MAINE' S LARGEST OUTFITTERS FOR. MEN AND BOYS 
l!J' e ••••••••••••••• I • I • I ••• '> I I I I •• I I I • I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I • I ••• I • I I I I ••••••• rn 
I!!' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A Complete Line Of 
New Spring Shoes for Ladies, Misses, 
and Children. Ladies ' Shoes in both 
high and low heels, in all colors and 
sizes from AA to D. 
MRS. B. J. DOLLIVER. 44 MAIN STREET 
19 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .... m 
19 • • • • • • e I I e • • e • • e e e e e • e e e e e • • e • • I I I e • e e I e I e e • • • e • • • • • e • • • e • e e e • I I I I • •l!J 
I Spaulding and D. and M. 
Baseball Goods 
ARE THE BEST 
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS 
THE S. L. CROSBY CO. 
146-150 Exchange Street Bangor, Maine 
(!) •••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • e e I e e e e I e e • • • e I • • e e e e I e e I e e • e I I e I I I I I e I e I I e e e I •• e e • I •••• I I I • I e ••••• • 
Full Line of 
Fine Shoes 
for Ladies and 
Gentlemen 
II JOHN CONNERS SHOE co. 
11 40 MAIN STREET, BANGOR, MAINE 
11 c. H. SULLIVAN T. N. CURRAN o. P. CURRAN 
• ' • e I e e e I e e e I e e e e e e e e e e. e e e I e e • e I. I e e. e I e I e. •++-•. e e • e • • • • • • • • e e e e e e e • e • 
J.P . BASS PUBLISHI NG COMPANY 
